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PDP-11 GLUE

This part could stand alone as a book on the evolution of the PDP-11

computer structure, although it does rely on the conceptual framework of
Chapter 1, and the ISPS language description given in appendix 00. The 7
has evolved quite differently from the other computers in this book, and as
such provides an independent and interesting story. The factors that have
created the machines aré clearly market and technology based; they have
generated a large number of implementations (ten) over a relatively short
(eight-year) lifetime. Because there are multiple implementations spanning
a performance range at the same points in time, the PDP-11 provides
problems and insight which did not occur in the evolutions of the
traditional mini (8 Family); the best cost/performance machines (18-bit),
and the high performance machines (the DECsystem 10). The 11 designs cover
a range of 500: 1 in system price ($500 to $250,000) and 500: 1 in memory

:

size (4 Kwords to 2 Mwords).

The part is divided into six sections.

1. Introduction.

The first chapter (00), published when the 11 was announced, introduces
the architecture, gives its goals, and predicts how it might evolve.
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The family notion is quite strong, although not specific about members.

Chapter 00, What-Have We-Learned Fron PDP-1 might be read next in
order to get the broadest overview, and best immediate critique of the

aff.

11 evolution.

2. Conceptual Basis.

This section contains two papers that form some of the conceptual basis
for the models. Strecker, Chapter 00, describes the cache memory

mechanism for building high performance models (specifically the

. 11/70). Levy describes the intercommunication problem among physical
components and how' busses carry out this task.

3. Implementations.

Of the four implementation chapters, three are on specific
implementations (LSI-11, CMU-11 and 11/60) and the fourth (Chapter 00)

is a study of all models. This latter chapter provides comparative

data on the various implementations, segether--with-how-the-designs fit a

Geneeptual model.

4, Evaluation.

Chapter 00 evaluates the 11.as a machine for executing FORTRAN. Sho

por-14 hapter 00 discusses aspects of the PDP-11>
evolution in terms of the asia' introduced in Chapter 1.
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5. VAX-11

This vaper, by the architect of VAX-11, discusses the new architecture

and its first implementation, the VAX-11/780.

6. The. multiprocessor research computers
=Mallow

Three nul tiprocessorg, C.mmp (Chapter 00)%\ Cm* (Chapter 00) "an C.vmp

7 (Chapter 00 (a16-processor multiprocessor a set of

on LSI-11 rip ca e

multiprocessor computer for high reliability
PULSAR

INTRODUCTION

A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR MINICOMPUTERS--THE DEC PDP-11

It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description
here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses nat Me Mave earned from the

pop-11% The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed, to

describe the first (11/20) implementation, and to show possible extensions.

This was attempted at a time when the whole family architecture had not

been werlod ovom fully considered.

The computer class definitions (given in 1970) of micro, mini and midi have

stood the rest of time for they correspond quite closely to those of ~3
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Chapter 1,

The major reasons elaborated upon in Chapter 00) for the disparity between

the predicted and actual evolution are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology, especially for a

family, was not understood in 1970. This understanding came later and

was put forth in a paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

2. The Unibus proved unacceptable for intercommunications at the very high

and low end designs. Although this chapter posits a multiprocessor and

multiple Unibusses for high end designs structure did not

evolve as a standard. Levy's chapter elaborates on the bus evolution.

suk &

e

3. The address space for both physical and virtual memory was too small.

4, The particular data-type extensions were not predicted. While floating

point arithmetic was discussed, the character string and decimal

operations were not described. These data types evolved in response to

market need and COBOL -- factors which did not exist in 1970.

We have made a-major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (by adding memory

management and floating point) ISPS description given in Appendix 0 of the

book.
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CACHE MEMORIES FOR PDP-11 FAMILY COMPUTERS

Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for four reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters; the

cache is the basis of a fast PDP-8 [Bell et al, 1974], the 11/60 (Chapter
00) the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design methodology

is well done--it is good engineering; and finally, the paper is
well-written--in fact, it received the award for the Pest Paper at the

Third Computer Architecture Conference. We also publish it simply to serve

as an encouragement and an example for those who should understand and

describe their work -- such well-written and relevant papers are only too

rare.

The cache design process is implicit in the way in which the work is
carried out to determine the structure parameters. The relevant

sensitivity plots (runs) are made to determine the effect of each parameter

on the design. In the 11/60, Mudge (Chapter 00) uses Strecker's program
4 Foomorte4

traces and methodology. Note that it is easy to collect statistics about

PDP-11 program behavior since the trace bit in the PS word, permits the 11

to interpret itself on a single-instruction basis. One of the important

parameters to understand is the time between changes of context because all
real time and multiprogrammed. systems have many context switches. To the

best of our knowledge this study is unique. Phe-PDP.-8. cache design.~

(Ghapter-00)- shows the effect. of segmenting the-cache for instructions- and.
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A cache design for a PDP-8 [Bell et al, 1974] is summarized on page 00.
The 8 study shows the effect ef separating instructions and data whereas

:
:

the 1, does not. Strecker gives the performance evaluation in terms of :

cache miss ratios whereas the reader is probably interested in performance ;
w

or speed-up. These two measures, se Fig, Cachespeed, \are related (Lee :

1969) in the following way (assuming an infinitely fast processor): e
:

p = total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pe

m = no. of memory accesses that are missed by the

cache and how to be referred to Mp

. * cycle time of cache memory, Me

't.p cycle time of primary memory, Mp ;
3

t
R = t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is

typically 3 to 10

the relative execution speeds are:

t(no cache) pR

t(to cache) = p + mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a = miss ratio = m/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)
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note that if a = 0 (100% hit), the speedup is R; while
if a= 1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 + R), f.e.,

the speedup is less than 1 (i.e., time to

reference both memories)

IMPLEMENTATIONS

A MINICOMPUTER-COMPATIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM: THE DEC LSI-11

Although the paper is a descriptive narrative about the design at each of
the chip, board, and backplane levels, it lacks insight that the designers
at Western Digital or DEC (Duane Dickhut, Lloyd Dickman, Rich Olsen, or

Mike

Mike Titelbaum) might have provided. It was written from the viewpoint of
a knowledgeable user. An account of the chip-level design is available
(Soha and Pohlman, 1974). The design was done at Western Digital by

Roberts, Soha, and Pohlman as a relatively general purpose microprogrammed

computer that could be used to emulate many computers. When DEC started

working with the designers to effect interpretation of the 11 ISP, the

design took on more of the 11 structure. Two design levels are described

in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed computer as it is used to

interpret the 11 ISP, and the particular PMS-level components as they are

integrated into a backplane to form a hardware system. Sebern points out

the microprogramming tradeoff that took place between the chip and module

levels to carry out functions normally in hardware: the time clock, the

console, refreshing dynamic random access MOS memory, and power fail
control.
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The subtleties and uniqueness of the module structure are not described,
"nor are the design alternatives. For example, a bounded design that is
typical of one board microcomputers was considered, though not described.

However, a lower-cost, one-board system, like the VT78, (page 00) has phae

evolved and is shown nig. RXT-11 The RXT-11 is an integrated system ae
containing an LSI-11 chip set, 32 Kwords of memory, connectors for six EIA

interfaces, and a controller for two floppy disk drives. One-hundred and

:

seventy-five i.c.'s were used -- to implement the same functionality using
standard LSI-11 modules, 375 i.c.'s would have been used.

The initial module-level design for the LSI-11 was predicated on a

quad-sized form factor with a conventional backplane. The modules are
(fig.

shown on page 00. Since there were not special ICs beyond the 3 chip
pcessor,

processor, options tended to. be relatively large and often occupied a full
quad module. For options that were greater than a quad size, an ingenious

packaging scheme was devised... It provided interconnection points on the

extra half of the module (a double sized module) which was not used as the

LSI-11 Bus (requires a double sized module). This permitted multiple

board, complex options, e.g., a disk controller, to be packaged as a single

option with no interconnection between the boards except via the second

half of the quad board. As DEC began to build special ICs to interface to

the bus, the option sizes decreased to occupy a double module. This system :

:

is now known as the LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules is shown in

Fig. LSI-11/2.. The options available for the two systems have evolved as

shown An Table LSI-11 Options The effect of a lower cost LSI-11 system is

to provide additional applications as we discuss in Chapter 1.

C
:
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Table of LSI-11 Options and Extensions (1978) for LSI-11/2

LSI=11. LSI~11/2

Basic

Processor + 4 Kw quad

+ ine

Processor double

Real time clock quad

Power controller/ double

sequences

double

Kw core quad

16 Kw RAM quad

4 Kw PROM double

4 Kw PROM; 256 RAM double

32 Kw RAM "quad double

interfaces
Parallel (16 line) double

4 line asynchronous quad double

Asynchronous (serial) double

Instrument (IEEE-488) double
-

| hove Du near yee

Additions

sevial :

1/18/7 enories

Kw RAM
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Direct Memory Access quad

Foundation (general quad

purpose)

Fancy RT clock quad

Analog-to-digital quad

Digital-to-analog quad

Floppy interface double

Hard disk interface (RKOS) 4 quads

2 quadstt (RL01)

Backplanes # line printer
4 x 8 for quads

2x4 4

2x8
2 x 12

1 sy hro

line a qu
:
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USING [SL PROCESSOR BIT-SLICES TO BUILD A PDP=11--A CASE STUDY IN
MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN

This paper by the designers of CMU~11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, heroin

interpret # PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the
assertion that bit-slice based arithmetic unit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design and construction of
The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the

temptation of changing the problem (a real ISP) to fit the building blocks
(the Intel 3000 processor). Indeed, the authors observed awkwardnesses

that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance. In

retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not become the standard bit-slice
architecture that the AMD 2900 series has; perhaps it suffered from being
one of the earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the

various parts of the processor design are given and compared with the

aaaa ed 'fer a

:

processors.

LSI-11 and 11/40 designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and

number of control bits in the microprogrammed controller).

A key part of the investigation was the evaluation of the

computer-aided-design tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS)

and the SAGE logic simulator were the major components. SAGE was

predicated on being able to detect all the design and timing flaws prior to

construction of a design. The authors claim that 95% of the errors were

detected in this manner. The simulated-time/real-time ratio (GB did

10°/4
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constrain the design process, e.g., the number of different runs used to
find worst-case conditions.

DESIGN DECISIONS FOR THE PDP~11/60 MID-RANGE MINTCOMPUTER

Unlike the reports from an architect's or reporter's viewpoint this chapter
is a direct account of the design from the close proximity of the project.
A mid-range machine is an inherently difficult design for the reasons of
the designer characteristics we presented in Chapter 00, page 00. [Oils

As neither the lowest cost nor highest performance PDP-11, it
4

1

has to be the right balance of features, price, and performance against
criteria that are usually extremely vague.

Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are show in the 11/60:
the cache to reduce Unibus traffic: trace-driven design of floating-point
arithmetic processors; providing writeable control store; and increasing
the reliability, availability and maintainability.

Whereas the Unibus was previously thought to be inadequate for high

performance systems, by using a cache most processor references do not use

the Unibus and so leave it free for i/o traffic. This gives high

performance without the attendant cost! The cache work is based on

Strecker's (Chapter 00). The study leading to determining the block size
is given. The block size can only conveniently be one since fetching

multiple words would tie up the Unibus with additional traffic.

g iven the cache and compare these needs with the Unibus. [CM:
this for all models in "What We've Learned" Chapter]

dahl's constants, page 00, the reader might compute the bus
band h ( for i/o traffic) and the address space needs for this speed
procgss
We hould
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The use of trace data to design the floating. point arithmetic is described

together with the resulting design. Note that the 11/60 performs roughly

at 11/70 speeds but at lower cost. The implementation of the two can be

compared in the following table.

Table + Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70 (count of printed circuit

boards).

11/60 11/70

Base Pe 8 [CM: check 11/70 sys. manual]

Floating point 4 4

Cache 1 4

Memory management 1 2

Total 10 18

Microprogramming is used to provide both increased user-level capability

and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The

writeable control store option is described together with its,use for datanovel

Storage and This option has been recently used for

emulating the PDP-8 at the OS/8 operating system level.

A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 2, page 00). Other

ing Amdgfl's constants, page 00, the reader might compute the bus

bandwidt (for i/o traffic) and the address space needs for this speed

r given the cache and compare these needs with the Unibus. [CM:
proc
We do this for all models in "What We've Learned" Chapter]

(dee 7/3
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semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they
affect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple
concept of tri-state logic® had such a great effect on the design.

Impact of Implementation Design Tradeoffs on Performance: The PDp-11 A

Case Study

This chapter presents a meet comprehensive comparison of the eight
processor implementations used in the ten PDP-11 models. The work was

earried out to investigate various design styles for a given problemathe
interpretation of the PDP-11 ISP. The tables alone give more insight into

processor implementations than is available from any single source we know.

cae

:

The usefulness of the data also comes from having an outside observer :

examine the machines and share his insight.

The tables include:

1. a set of instruction frequencies, by Strecker, for a set of ten

different applications. The reader should note the frequencies do not

reflect all uses, .g., there are no floating point instructions, nor

:

has operating system code been analyzed. :

2. implementation cost (modules, ICs, control store widths) and

performance (micro- and macro-instruction times) for each model; and

3. a canonical data path for all 11 implementations, against which each

*Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a
gonnection.

red-or
7 /
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processor is compared.

With this background data, a L,-dovnT model is built which explains the

performance (macro-instruction time) of the various implementations in

terms of the micro-instruction execution, and primary memory cycle time.

Since these two parameters do not fully explain (model) performance, a

approach 1's also usec
ef bottom-up These factors include various

design techniques and the degree of processor overlap. We believe that

this analysis of a constrained problem should provide useful insight to

both computer and general-digital-systems designers.

EVALUATION

TURNING COUSINS INTO SISTERS: THE ROLE OF SOFTWARE IN SMOOTHING HARDWARE

PIFFERENCES,

pro tsa bly
Since FORTRAN ig ye the most often executed language for the

PDP-11 and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe

the 11 architecture as seen by the language processor--its user: The first
FORTRAN compiler and object (run) time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions to improve performance. The FORTRAN IV-PLUS

compiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements, largely due to

compiler optimization technology, are less relevant to the 11 architecture.

The chapter title overstates the compatibility problem since the five
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variations of the 11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be

compatible by essentially providing five separate object (run) time systems
and a single compiler. his transparency is provided quite easily using a

concept called threaded concept appears to be a very simple
nterpreter for the PDP-~11--and might not be called an interpreter by many.

W th threaded code, one i-worf instruction requiring two memory cycle times
is \executed each time a high level operation code is to be interpreted,
othekwise the processor carrying out the desired op code. When a simple
intege expression likg I = I + 1, which occupies 2 memory words and

require 3 memory les to execute, is transformed into a threaded code

version he program still only occupies 2 words, but instead requires 5

memory cycles execute (nearly a factor of 2). For more complex

operationb r@quiring longer execution times, like floating point

:

1

arithmetid/ the overhead turns out to be quite low and the space
utilizatign is quite good. It is also possible to move 2fficiently between

directly executed code, although this is not done. Jim Bell (fethreaded

discovered the technique; it has been used extensively for other compilers

becausd of low time and space overhead. The ability to carry out. the

interpretation\so elegantly was not part of the original PDP-11 design, but

rath r wa a corkgequence of the generality of the 11's addressing modes. :

The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack

machine, As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. In the

second version, by recognizing the special high-frequency-of-use cases,

e.g-, A= 0, A= A+ 1, and by having better conventions for three-address

operations (to and from the stack), speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating
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point and integers, were obtained.

It is interesting to compare the virtual machine described with the FORTRAN

IV-PLUS machine which uses the floating point processors (on the 11/34,

11/45, 11/55, 11/60, and 11/70). If the FORTRAN machine described in the

paper is implemented in microccde and made to operate at FPP speeds, the

resulting machines turn out to operate at roughly the same speed and

programs occupy roughly the same program space.

TUE AETER THREE

This chapter is a substantially revised version of a paper called "What

Have We Learned From the PDP-11?" written for the CMU Computer Science 10th

Anniversary, September 1975. This paper was written to critique the

original expository paper on the PDP-11 (Chapter 00) and to compare the

actual with the predicted evolution. The four critical issues of

technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure), address space and data-type

evolutions are examined.

The first part of the chapter discusses how the technology is used as a

basis for the evolution (something we did not understand when the machines

were originally planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially
critical.. The next section describes the evolution from the point of view

of the various development projects and people. Some early (historical)

design documents are introduced to further aid in understanding the design

process.

a
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OE

The. Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The
Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC bus
and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal stan

We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-performance metrics so the 11

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book
(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique (within DEC)
problem of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,
Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a more useful evaluation of the architecture
for FORTRAN execution. A complete section is given on the addressing
extension, beyond the 11/45 and 11/70 extensions, which required a major
perturbation: VAX-11.

The final section, addressed to the research community, describes some

general problems encountered in structure design and engineering, together
with how solving them might be useful in subsequent designs.

VAX-11/780: A VIRTUAL ADDRESS EXTENSION TO THE DEC PDP~11 FAMILY

provides a clean, somewhat terse, yet
comprehensive description of the VAX-11 architecture. It is among the best
papers on a specific architecture that we know. Since the VAX part of the
architecture is so complete in terms of data-types, operators, addressing

>
Lav of interconnection.

Thus
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and memory management, it can also serve as a textbock model and base, case
study for architecture in general. Goals, constraints and various design
choices are given. The first model, VAX-11/780, is also briefly described.

ware
VAX-11 is the extension to PDP-11 to provide a large, 32-bit virtual
address for each user process.

:
The

resses Cail

architecture includes a rrr 11 if for Ihr 11 progrsa :

written for the RSX-11/M program environment to run unchanged. In this
4

way, PDP-11 programs can be moved among VAX and PDP-11 computers, depending
on the user's address size, computational and generality needs.

THD 1 eM TTPPasresaH TANT COMPETED CARNECTE PETE IIT yhPOTTY fie

Three computers, which use the 11 as a basis, were built at Carnegie-Mellon
University to carry out research in computer structures and operating

systems for multiprocessors. A fourth multiprocessor based on.the. 16

LSI-11s, called the DEC PULSAR is also discussed.

The first computer, C.mmp, is a 16 processor (11/40's and 11/20's) system

with 2.5 million words of shared primary memory. It was built to

investigate the programming (and resulting performance) questions
associated with having a large number of processors.

The chapter on the second computer, Cm*, is located physically in the
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Modules Part, as the modules that form Cm* are LSI-11's. 0m* was based on

the premise that ultimately, the smallest modular unit, i.e., integrated

circuit, used to build digital systems would be a computer. With this

premise, we need to understand how to interconnect computers physically,
how to assign parts of the application program to the various computers,

and how to program the complete structure.

The third computer, C.vmp, was designed to investigate how a production

microcomputer, the LSI-11, could be used to build a triplicating, voting

high availability computer.

The goals of the first two are performance while the third has reliability
as its goal.

We believe that technology will force the evolution of computing structures

to converge to three styles of multiprocessor computers: (1) C.mmp-style,

for high performance, incremental performance and availability; (2) loosely

coupled computers like Cm* to handle specialized processing, e.g.,. front

end, file, and signal processing; and (3) C.vmp-style for high availability

by increased maintenance costs.

The technology-force argument is based on history, near term technology,

and resulting price extrapolations:

1. MOS technology is increasing in both speed and density faster than the
>

technology, e.g., ECL, from which high performance machines are built. :
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2. The price per chip of the single-MOS-chip processors decreases at a,
substantially greater rate than for the low-volume high-performance,

special designs. Chips in both designs have high design costs, but the

special design enjoys a much lower volume.

3. Relative to all other costs of a system, the processor cost in a low

end system is essentially zero.

4, Standards in the semiconductor industry tend to form more quickly for

high volume products. For example, in the 8-bit microcomputer market,

one type supplies about 50% of the market and three types supply over :

90%.

5. A 16-bit processor-cn-a-chip, with both an address space matching its
performance and appropriate data-types, has béen announced. Such a

commodity will form the basis for nearly all future computer designs.

DEC's PULSAR, described below, is a good example of one of the more

straightforward applications of this technology. As a result of these

factors, the two classes of machines (MOS-processor-on~a-chip-based and

low-volume, high-performance-processor-based) have rapidly diverging costs

per operation per chip. Furthermore, large scale applications have been

slow to form since problem complexity increases more rapidly than program

size. Therefore, most subsequent computers will be based on standard, high

volume parts. For high performance machines, since processing power is

available at essentially zero cost from processor-on-a-chip-based
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processors, large scale computing will come from arrays of processors, just
as we build arrays of 64 Kbit ICs to form memory subsystems.

Grant EG)
Cay? C.mmp--A Multi-Mini-Processor

C.mmp was motivated by the need for more computing power to solve speech

recognition/signal processing problems and to understand the multiprocessor
software problem. Until C.mmp, only one large, tightly coupled

multiprocessor had been built--the Bell Laboratory's Safeguard Computer

(BSTJ issue?).

"The introductory section describes the economic and technical factors

influencing multiprocessor feasibility and argues for the timeliness of the

research. Various problems to be researched are given togetlier with a

discussion of particular design aspects. For example, since C.mmp is
predicated on a common operating system there are two. sources of

degradation: memory contention and lock contention. The machine's

theoretical performance as a function of memory-processor interference is
based on Strecker's (1971) work. In practice, because the memory was not

built with low-order address interleaving, memory interference was greater
than expected. This problem was solved by moving program segments.

As the number of memory modules and processors becomes very large, the

theoretical performance (as measured by the number of accesses to the

memory by the processors) approaches the memory bandwidth

(m/memory-cycle-time) x 1/e.[ref.?] Thus, with infinite processors, there
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is not a maximum limit on performance, provided all processors are not

contending for the same memory.

Although there is a discussion outlining the design direction of the

operating system, Hydra, later descriptions should be read [Wulf et al,
POP-1K

1975]. Since the ibs small address frequent map changes,

11/40s with writeable control stores were used to implement the operating
whack :

systems calls te change the segment base registers.

The C.mmp which was actually built is showin Fig. PMSC.mmp

There are three basic approaches to the effective application of

multiprocessors:

1. System-level workload decomposition. If a workload contains a lot of

inherently independent activities, e.g., compilation, editing, file
processing, and numerical computation, it will naturally decompose.

2. Program decomposition by a. programmer. Intimate knowledge of the

application is required for this time-consuming approach.

3. Program decomposition by the compiler. This is the ideal approach.

However, results to date have been disappointing [Ref. Illiac IV

FORTRAN compiler projects].

C.mmp was predicated on the first two approaches. Since the original
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paper, ALGOL 68, a language with facilities for expressing parallelism in

programs, has been implemented. It has assisted greatly with program

decomposition s@ Figure

As can be seen in the paper, a model of the lock problem influenced the

number of critical sections in the scheduler. Since the paper, the

operating system Hydra has been designed and implemented. An extensive

description is given in [Wulf et al, 1975].

Two experiments analyzing the performance of C.mmp and Hydra have been

reported. The first, by Renathe [1977], used a hardware monitor to measure

the degradation due to the locking mechanism which is invoked when shared

data is accessed. The second, by Oleinick {1977], analyzed

user-progran-level synchronization. We summarize the results of both

Mar

below.

The contention for shared resources in a multiprocessor system occurs at

several levels. At the lowest level processors contend at the cross-point

switch level for memory. This memory interference is discussed in the

chapter. On a higher level there is contention for shared data in the

operating system kernel. At higher levels, processes contend for i/o-

devices and for software processes, e.g., for memory management. The

following table points to models on experimental data at these different

levels in C.mmp.

Contention Level Reference
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user-program (Oleinick, 1977]

{Fuller and Oleinick, 1976]

and Fuller, 1977]

Hydra Kernel objects EMararhe

cross-point switch Chapter XX

{Fuller, 1976]
;

v
Renathe's data show that the shared data of Hydra is organized into enough

separate objects that a very sna}i._desration (less than 1%) results from

contention for these objects. Table LOCK is reproduced from his paper. He

also built a queueing model which projected that the contention level would

be about 5% in a 48 processor system.

uses a root finding algorithm to study various implementations of

ngle problem.a

CM: elabdvate after studying his thesis chapter.]

Multi-Microprocessors: An Overview and Working Example

The Cn* work, sponsored by NSF and ARPA, is an extension of earlier

modules. As LSI and VLSI enable construction of the processor-on-a-chip,
NSF-sponsored research [Bell, ere. 1973] on register-transfer-levelal

it is apparent that low-level, register-transfer modules are passe' for the

construction of all but low-volume computers. Although the research is
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predicated on structures employing a hundred or so processors, this chapter

describes the culmination of the first (ten-processor) phase.

The authors motivate their work by appealing to the diseconomy-of-scale

arguments which we advanced at the beginning of this section (page 00 To

provide additional context for their research, computer modules (Cm*),

multiprocessors (C.mmp) and computer networks are described in terms of

performance and problem suitability. The chapter gives a description of

the modules structure, together with their associated limitations and

potential research problems. :

The final, most important, part of the chapter evaluates the performance of

Cm* for five different problems.

C,vmp: The Architecture and Implementation of a Fault Tolerant

Multiprocessor

C.vmp is a triplicated, voting multiprocessor designed to understand the t

difficulty (or ease) of using standard, off-the-shelf LSI-118 to provide

greatly increased reliability. There is concern for increased reliability
because systems are becoming more complex, are used for more eritical

applications, and because maintenance costs for all systems are increasing.

Because the designers themselves carry out and analyze the work, this

chapter provides first-hand insight into high reliability désigns and the

design process--especially its evaluation. The system has operated for

several months and the first phase of work is complete.

:

t

:

:

:
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Several design goals are initially predicated and the work is carried out
against the goals.

The goal of software and hardware transparency turned out to be easier to
attain than expected, because of an idiosyncrasy of the floppy disk
controller. Because the controller effects a word-at-a-time bus transfer
from a one-sector buffer, voting can be carried out at a very low level.
It is unclear how the system would have been designed without this type of
controller; ae a minimum, some Ferm ofpsoftware transparency goal would not

favr we
mer

have been and a significant controller modification would have
been necessary.

Fvom the ofA number of models are given by which the design is evaluated. Varinus
component 4 iti at -- ged A the read should get Some
insight into the factors contributing to reliability. It should be noted

Custom - LST ~
that a voter is needed to get a sufficiently low cost for
a marketable C.vmp. While the intent of C.vmp is not a product, it does

:

provide much of the insight for such a product

R er
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PULSAR is a of 1976, aimed -at-investigating-cest-effeetive
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rticula re ection en for b dboar
explore ore/ ful ha le (so

oftware issues isig 7

"The breadboard system the 11/707
- including multiple interrupt levels and 22-bit physical addressing.It does not, implement I&D space or supervisor mode, nor

Reo. " ts weedChg.

does it Floating Point processors.
The processors communicate wLGDeach other (P-Boards), the UnibusInterface (UBI) and a Common Contro (Cor vis a high-
bandwidth, synchronous bus. T

Corte'
The C€ contains a large (8K word}, direct mapping, shared cache
with a 2-word block size, interfacing to the 11/70 memory bus. witt
2 or _more-eentrolters providing btockintérléaving> Analysis shows?this +n ba necescary tp prevents the memory subsystem from becoming
a severely limiting bottleneck, in spite of the large reduction in
provides all the mapping functions for both Unibus and processor
accesses to memory. The Unibus map registers (A la 11/70) and the press map
KF registers for each processor are held in a single menolithie-~

Gey

bandwidth demand provided by the cache. ce

The UBI provides att the Unibus control functions normettyexercised-
conventional PDP- 11

_facesthe Unibus to the P-bus.to communicate withthe -Ce-for data
transfer-and console functions, and to the P-Boards-- fer -forwarding
interruptions. The InterruptDireeter-mechantsii in the UBT
capable. o overlapping-the
on the-Unibus

not overtapped. Interrupts will be fielded by
the first enabled processor reaching the-Service Branch on
with preferential treatment for an processor in WAIT state. a

microcode and_some support. logic to provide the extended functionatity-~The P-Board containstwo,'m croprocessor chip sets with modified
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needed. The-twe-chip-sets-act-as_independent processors-withInternal contentionfor the adapter is eliminated by running the two processors out of
Phase to each other. Such contention as does exist is resolved bythe mechanism for arbitration of the P-bus itself.

the- P bus.

(rhe PULSAR has an ASCII console interfacing via a KMC-1l, with
modified microcode, to.the Unibus. In addition, there exists a
debug panel with displays for every stage of the pipeline.
Finally, 11/70 style
OPERATION

toesnot-use-a-specific

separate (complex) ones for each resource. That
arbitration is..for. theP=bus-Address/Function-tines - fag,

ava
are a so

or ? busThe heart of the PULSAR System is pipeline ,i
specific intervals bearing a fixed relation to each other.

ransac
resource, there is an interval of time when that resource willbe
idle because no other tranSaction is allowed to use it.

es t,fi "
This permits a single, simple arbitration mechanism, rather than a

pr plant Keo

Once thedge axe assigned to a transaction, the successive intervals
of time are assigned to the following resources in order:

1) The mapping array.
2) The address translation logic.
3) The cache.

4) The (validation logic
5) The data lines of the P-bus.

Bf the memory subsystem itoclf, which is not a part of
this resource pipeline, has an independent arbitration mechanism.
Interfacing between these independent mechanisms is by means of
queues.
There are some operations which require more than one access to the
same resource in the pipeline. These operations are effectively
handled as two transactions. Examples of such operations are
Memory Writes and Internal I/O Page (say KT register) accesses.
A memory write may need a second access to the cache for update,
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while the Internal I/O Page may need another access to the map
array.
There are other operations in which the timing does not permitthe use of a particular resource in the specific interval thatis allocated to that transaction. This happens, for instance,
when a Read operation results in a cache miss. The data is not
available in time. In this case too a second transaction takes
place, initiated when backing store data becomes available.
In the case of interruptions, the €€ does not participate, and
direct communication is established between the UBI and an
appropriate Pc, with the currently chosen interrupt handling
algorithm. 7 he
breadboard-is-running,-that would
priority levels.
In that case, it is anticipated that the information regarding
the software priority levels will be'/centralized in the CC.

In such a system a FORCE INTERRUPT
recognition hardware) suffices for essage (which costs only the

11 interprocessor communication.

The common cache has been proved O be more effective in both cost
and in performance (provided the mcroprocessors' access time

f individual processor cachesrequirements are met) than a set
would be. It also eliminates th common stale data problem.

e pipeline is constrained by its

exclusive during a single pags of a transaction through the pipeline.
Careful design was needed td eliminate the stale-data-like problems
this could cause, without yesorting to cache invalidation.

However, since the bandwidth O th
slowest resource, the cache, ache cycle has been separatede c
into read - compare and compa update cycles which are mutually

If, however, P-bus bandwidth ever does become a problem, it would
be possible to alleviate' this with small on-board caches-for Pc's
that cached Read Only ta.
Console operations are effected by the UBI interrogating or changing
a save area for each processor, physically held in the Mapping
Array, in response to ASCII console messages over the unibus.
Each processor places all appropriate status in the Save area on
every HALT, and restores from the save area prior to acting upon
every CONTINUE or START.

of software contention.

SOFTWARE CONTENTION

Fig 2 shows the\efflective performance of the system, with and
without the eff ts



Preliminary measurements on\the 11/70 Program Development System
suggest that average executive occupancy is about 5%. Accordingly,
we plan to run the system wih a single global lock on the executive,

However, executive
expected L

rete of 30% have been measured over
periods of a few minutes. We have therefore designed a hierarchical
multiple lock system with a lock of locks, which is set for verybrief periods of time. But an implementation will await the collec-
tion of data on the average time spettt under each of the severaldifferent potential "sublocks."

as the degradation small.
occupancy

COST COMPARISON
2 each posse

Cost projections indicate that a multiprocessor will have an increase
in parts count over 'amr equivalent performance uniprocessorat tort in

This will range from about 20% for a 2 Pc MP, down tn close to 0%
at the top of the range. It is to be noted that the 20% premuim
can be reduced if provision is not made for
expansibility over the entire range. Further, the premuim is based
on parts count only and excludes considerations of cost benefits
due to volume.

Tonge "the ter pind a pproa oh
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costCeva~ a
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Marathe, M. and Fuller, S. H. A Study of Multiprocessor Contention for

Shared Data in C.mmp, Proceedings 1977 ACM SIGMETRICS Conferences, pp. :

255-262.

Wulf, W. [and others] The Hydra Operating System, Fifth ACM SIGOPS

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (Nov. 1975).
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PDP-11 GLUE

This part could stand alone as a book on the evolution of the PDP-11

computer structure, although it does rely on the conceptual framework of

Chapter 1, and the ISPS language description given in appendix 00. The 11

has evolved quite differently from the other computers in this book, and as

such provides an independent and interesting story. The factors that have

created the machines are clearly market and technology based; they have

generated a large number of implementations (ten) over a relatively short

(eight-year) lifetime. Because there are multiple implementations spanning

a performance range at the same points in time, the PDP-11 provides

problems and insight which did not occur in the evolutions of the

traditional mini (8 Family); the best cost/performance machines (18-bit),

and the high performance machines (the DECsystem 10). The 11 designs cover

a range of 500: 1 in system price ($500 to $250,000) and 500: 1 in memory

size (4 Kwords to 2 Mwords).

The part is divided into six sections.

1. Introduction.

The first chapter (00), published when the 11 was announced, introduces

the architecture, gives its goals, and predicts how it might evolve.
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The family notion is quite strong, although not specific about members.

Chapter 00, The PDP-11 After Three Design Generations, might be read

next in order to get the broadest overview, and best immediate critique
of the 11 evolution.

2. Conceptual Basis.

This section contains two papers that form some of the conceptual basis

for the models. Strecker, Chapter 00, describes the cache memory

mechanism for building high performance models (specifically the

11/70). Levy describes the intercommunication problem among physical

components and how busses carry out this task.

W
w Implementations.

Of the four implementation chapters, three are on specific

implementations (LSI-11, CMU-11 and 11/60) and the fourth (Chapter 00)

is a study of all models. This latter chapter provides comparative

data on the various implementations.

4. Evaluation.

Chapter 00 evaluates the 11 as a machine for executing FORTRAN. The

PDP-11 After Three Design Generations, Chapter 00, discusses aspects of

the PDP-11 evolution in terms of the views introduced in Chapter 1.
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5. VAX-11.

This paper, by the architect of VAX-11, discusses the new architecture

and its first implementation, the VAX-11/780.

6. Multiprocessor research computers.

Three multiprocessors built at Carnegie-Mellon University are

discussed: C.mmp (Chapter 00) a 16-processor multiprocessor, Cm*

(Chapter 00) a set of computer modules based on LSI-11, and C.vmp

(Chapter 00) a triplicated, voting multiprocessor computer for high

reliability. A fourth multiprocessor, PULSAR, is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR MINICOMPUTERS--THE DEC PDP-11

It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description

here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses what we have learned from the

PDP-11. The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed, to

describe the first (11/20) implementation, and to show possible extensions.

This was attempted at a time when the whole family architecture had not

been fully considered.

The computer class definitions (given in 1970) of micro, mini and midi have
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stood the rest of time for they correspond quite closely to those of view 3

in Chapter 1.

The major reasons (elaborated upon in Chapter 00) for the disparity between

the predicted and actual evolution are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology, especially for a

family, was not understood in 1970. This understanding came later and

was put forth in a paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

2. The Unibus proved unacceptable for intercommunications at the very high

and low end designs. Although this chapter posits a multiprocessor and

multiple Unibusses for high end designs, such a structure did not

evolve as a standard. Levy's chapter elaborates on the bus evolution.

3. The address space for both physical and virtual memory was too small.

4, The particular data-type extensions were not predicted. While floating

point arithmetic was discussed, the character string and decimal

operations were not described. These data types evolved in response to

market need and COBOL -- factors which did not exist in 1970.

We have made a major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (by adding memory

management and floating point) ISPS description given in Appendix 0 of the

book.
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CACHE MEMORIES FOR PDP-11 FAMILY COMPUTERS

Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for four reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters; the

eache is the basis of a fast PDP-8 [Bell et al, 1974], the 11/60 (Chapter

00) the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design methodology

is well done--it is good engineering; and finally, the paper is
well-written--in fact, it received the award for the Best Paper at the

Third Computer Architecture Conference. We also publish it simply to serve

as an encouragement and an example for those who should understand and

describe their work -- such well-written and relevant papers are only too

rare.

The cache design process is implicit in the way in which the work is
carried out to determine the structure parameters. The relevant

sensitivity plots (runs) are made to determine the effect of each parameter

on the design. In the 11/60, Mudge (Chapter 00) uses Strecker's program

traces and methodology'. One of the important parameters to understand is

the time between changes of context because all real time and

multiprogrammed systems have many context switches. To the best of our

knowledge this study is unique.

A cache design for a PDP-8 [Bell et al. 1974] is summarized on page 00.

The 8 study shows the effect of separating instructions and data whereas

the 11 study does not. Strecker gives the performance evaluation in terms

of cache miss ratios whereas the reader is probably interested in

lyote that it is easy to collect statistics about PDP-11 program behavior
since the trace bit in the PS word, permits the 11 to interpret itself on a

single-instruction basis.
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performance or speed-up. These two measures, see Fig. Cachespeed, are

related (Lee, 1969) in the following way (assuming an infinitely fast

processor):

p = total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pc

m = no. of memory accesses that are missed by the

cache and how to be referred to Mp

t.c = cycle time of cache memory, Mc

t.p = cycle time of primary memory, Mp

R = t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is
typically 3 to 10

the relative execution speeds are:

pRt(no cache)

t(to cache) = p + mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a = miss ratio = m/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)

note that if a = 0 (100% hit), the speedup is R; while

if a = 1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 + R), i-e.,
the speedup is less than 1 (i.e., time to
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reference both memories)

IMPLEMENTATIONS

A MINICOMPUTER-COMPATIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM: THE DEC LSI-11

Although the paper is a descriptive narrative about the design at each of

the chip, board, and backplane levels, it lacks insight that the designers

at Western Digital or DEC (Duane Dickhut, Lloyd Dickman, Rich Olsen, or

Mike Titelbaum) might have provided. It was written from the viewpoint of

a knowledgeable user. An account of the chip-level design is available

(Soha and Pohlman, 1974). The design was done at Western Digital by

Roberts, Soha, and Pohlman as a relatively general purpose microprogrammed

computer that could be used to emulate many computers. When DEC started

working with the designers to effect interpretation of the 11 ISP, the

design took on more of the 11 structure. Two design levels are described

in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed computer as it is used to

interpret the 11 ISP, and the particular PMS-level components as they are

integrated into a backplane to form a hardware system. Sebern points out

the microprogramming tradeoff that took place between the chip and module

levels to carry out functions normally in hardware: the time clock, the

console, refreshing dynamic random access MOS memory, and power fail

control.

The subtleties and uniqueness of the module structure are not described,

nor are the design alternatives. For example, a bounded design that is
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typical of one board microcomputers was considered, though not described.

However, a lower-cost, one-board system, like the VT78, (page 00) has

evolved and is shown in Fig. RXT-11. The RXT-11 is an integrated system

containing an LSI-11 chip set, 32 Kwords of memory, connectors for six EIA

interfaces, and a controller for two floppy disk drives. One-hundred and

seventy-five i.c.'s were used -- to implement the same functionality using

standard LSI-11 modules, 375 i.c.'s would have been used.

The initial module-level design for the LSI-11 was predicated on a

quad-sized form factor with a conventional backplane. The modules are

shown on page 00. Since there were not special ICs beyond the 3 chip

processor, options tended to be relatively large and often occupied a full

quad module. For options that were greater than a quad size, an ingenious

packaging scheme was devised. It provided interconnection points on the

extra half of the module (a double sized module) which was not used as the

LSI-11 Bus (requires a double sized module). This permitted multiple

board, complex options, e.g., a disk controller, to be packaged as a single

option with no interconnection between the boards except via the second

half of the quad board. As DEC began to build special ICs to interface to

the bus, the option sizes decreased to occupy a double module. This system

is now know as the LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules is shown in

Fig. LSI-11/2. The options available for the two systems have evolved as

show in Table LSI-11 Options. The effect of a lower cost LSI-11 system is

to provide additional applications as we discuss in Chapter 1.
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Table of LSI-11 Options and Extensions (1978) for LSI-11/2

Basic

Processor + 4 Kw

+ serial line
Processor

Real time clock

Power controller/

sequences

Memories

4 Kw RAM

4 Kw core

16 Kw RAM

4 Kw PROM

4 Kw PROM; 256 RAM

32 Kw RAM

Interfaces

Parallel (16 line)

Asynchronous (serial)
4 line asynchronous

1 line synchronous

LSI-11

quad

quad

double

double

quad

quad

double

double

quad

double

double

quad

quad

LSI-11/2

double

double

double
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Instrument (IEEE-488) double

Direct Memory Access quad

Foundation (general quad

purpose)

Fancy RT clock quad

Analog-to-digital quad

Digital-to-analog quad

Floppy interface double

Hard disk interface (RK05) 4 quads

Hard disk interface (RL01) 2 quads

line printer double

Backplanes

y x 8 for quads

2x4
2x8
2x 12
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USING LSI PROCESSOR BIT-SLICES TO BUILD A PDP-11--A CASE STUDY IN

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN

This paper by the designers of CMU-11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, is used

to interpret the PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the

assertion that a bit-slice based arithmetic unit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design and construction of

processors. The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the

temptation of changing the problem (a real ISP) to fit the building blocks

(the Intel 3000 processor). Indeed, the authors observed awkwardnesses

that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance. In

retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not become the standard bit-slice
architecture that the AMD 2900 series has; perhaps it suffered from being

one of the earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the

various parts of the processor design are given and compared with the

LSI-11 and 11/40 designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and

number of control bits in the microprogrammed controller).

A key part of the investigation was the evaluation of the

computer-aided-design tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS)

and the SAGE logic simulator were the major components. SAGE was

predicated on being able to detect all the design and timing flaws prior to

construction of a design. The authors claim that 95% of the errors were

detected in this manner. The simulated-time/real-time ratio (10/1) did

constrain the design process, e.g., the number of different runs used to
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find worst-case conditions.

DESIGN DECISIONS FOR THE PDP-11/60 MID-RANGE MINICOMPUTER

Unlike the reports from an architect's or reporter's viewpoint this chapter
is a direct account of the design from the close proximity of the project.
A mid-range machine is an inherently difficult design for the reasons of

the designer characteristics we presented in Chapter 00, page 00. As

neither the lowest cost nor highest performance PDP-11, it has to be the

right balance of features, price, and performance against criteria that are

usually extremely vague.

Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are shown in the 11/60:

the cache to reduce Unibus traffic; trace-driven design of floating-point
arithmetic processors; providing writeable control store; and increasing

the reliability, availability and maintainability.

Whereas the Unibus was previously thought to be inadequate for high

performance systems, by using a cache most processor references do not use

the Unibus and so leave it free for i/o traffic. This gives high

performance without the attendant cost. The cache work is based on

Strecker's (Chapter 00). The study leading to determining the block size

is given. The block size can only conveniently be one since fetching

multiple words would tie up the Unibus with additional traffic.

The use of trace data to design the floating point arithmetic is described
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together with the resulting design. Note that the 11/60 performs roughly
at 11/70 speeds but at lower cost. The implementation of the two can be

compared in the following table.

Table - Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70 (count of printed circuit
boards).

11/60 11/70

Base Pc 4 5

Floating point 4 4

Cache 1 4

Memory management 1 2

Total 10 18

Microprogramming is used to provide both increased user-level capability

and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The writeable

control store option is described together with its novel use for data

storage. This option has been recently used for emulating the PDP-8 at the

OS/8 operating system level.

A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 2, page 00). Other

semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they
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affect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple

concept of tri-state logic* had such a great effect on the design.

IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN TRADEOFFS ON PERFORMANCE: THE PDP-11, A

CASE STUDY

This chapter presents a comprehensive comparison of the eight processor

implementations used in the ten PDP-11 models. The work was carried out to

investigate various design styles for a given problem, namely the

interpretation of the PDP-11 ISP. The tables alone give more insight into

processor implementations than is available from any single source we know.

The usefulness of the data also comes from having an outside observer

examine the machines and share his insight.

The tables include:

1. a set of instruction frequencies, by Strecker, for a set of ten

different applications. The reader should note the frequencies do not

reflect all uses, e.g., there are no floating point instructions, nor

has operating system code been analyzed.

2. implementation cost (modules, ICs, control store widths) and

performance (micro- and macro-instruction times) for each model; and

3. a canonical data path for all 11 implementations, against which each

processor is compared.

*Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a wired-or
connection.
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With this background data, a top-down model is built which explains the

performance (macro-instruction time) of the various implementations in

terms of the micro-instruction execution, and primary memory cycle time.

Since these two parameters do not fully explain (model) performance, a

bottom-up approach is also used. These factors include various design

techniques and the degree of processor overlap. We believe that this

analysis of a constrained problem should provide useful insight to both

computer and general-digital-systems designers.

EVALUATION

TURNING COUSINS INTO SISTERS: THE ROLE OF SOFTWARE IN SMOOTHING HARDWARE

DIFFERENCES

Since FORTRAN is probably the most often executed language for the PDP-11

and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe the 11

architecture as seen by the language processor--its user. The first
FORTRAN compiler and object (run) time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions to improve performance. The FORTRAN IV-PLUS

compiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements, largely due to

compiler optimization technology, are less relevant to the 11 architecture.

The chapter title overstates the compatibility problem since the five

variations of the 11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be

compatible by essentially providing five separate object (run) time systems
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and a single compiler. This transparency is provided quite easily using a

concept called threaded code discussed in the chapter.

The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack

machine. As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. In the

second version, by recognizing the special high-frequency-of-use cases,

e.g., A= 0, A =A + 1, and by having better conventions for three-address

operations (to and from the stack), speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating
point and integers, were obtained.

It is interesting to compare the virtual machine described with the FORTRAN

IV-PLUS machine which uses the floating point processors (on the 11/34,

11/45, 11/55, 11/60, and 11/70). If the FORTRAN machine described in the

paper is implemented in microcode and made to operate at FPP speeds, the

resulting machines turn out to operate at roughly the same speed and

programs occupy roughly the same program space.

THE PDP-11 AFTER THREE DESIGN GENERATIONS

This chapter is a substantially revised version of a paper called "What

Have We Learned From the PDP-11?" written for the CMU Computer Science 10th

Anniversary, September 1975. This paper was written to critique the

original expository paper on the PDP-11 (Chapter 00) and to compare the

actual with the predicted evolution. The four critical issues of

technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure), address space and data-type

evolutions are examined.
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The first part of the chapter discusses how the technology is used as a

basis for the evolution (something we did not understand when the machines

were originally planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially
critical. The next section describes the evolution from the point of view

of the various development projects and people. Some early (historical)
design documents are introduced to further aid in understanding the design

process.

The Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The

Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC busses

and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal standard

for interconnection.

We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-performance metrics so the 11

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book

(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique (within DEC)

problem of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,

Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a more useful evaluation of the architecture

for FORTRAN execution. A complete section is given on the addressing

extension, beyond the 11/45 and 11/70 extensions, which required a major

perturbation: VAX-11.

The final section, addressed to the research community, describes some

general problems encountered in structure design and engineering, together
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with how solving them might be useful in subsequent designs.

VAX-11/780: A VIRTUAL ADDRESS EXTENSION TO THE DEC PDP-11 FAMILY

This chapter provides a clean, somewhat terse, yet comprehensive

description of the VAX-11 architecture. It is among the best papers on a

specific architecture that we know. Since the VAX part of the architecture

is so complete in terms of data-types, operators, addressing and memory

management, it can also serve as a textbook model and base, case study for

architecture in general. Goals, constraints and various design choices are

given. The first model, VAX-11/780, is also briefly described.

VAX-11 is the extension to the PDP-11 to provide a large, 32-bit virtual
address for each user process. The architecture includes a compatibility

vatet 1

mode fer PDP-11 programs written for the RSX-11/M program environment to

run unchanged. In this way, PDP-11 programs can be moved among VAX and

PDP-11 computers, depending on the user's address size, computational and

generality needs.

MULTIPROCESSOR RESEARCH COMPUTERS

Three computers, which use the 11 as a basis, were built at Carnegie-Mellon

University to carry out research in computer structures and operating

systems for multiprocessors. A fourth multiprocessor based on the 16

LSI-11s, called the DEC PULSAR is also discussed.
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The first computer, C.mmp, is a 16 processor (11/40's and 11/20's) system
with 2.5 million words of shared primary memory. It was built to

investigate the programming (and resulting performance) questions
associated with having a large number of processors.

The chapter on the second computer, Cm*, is located physically in the

Modules Part, as the modules that form Cm* are LSI-11's. (Cm* was based on

the premise that ultimately, the smallest modular unit, i.e., integrated

circuit, used to build digital systems would be a computer. With this

premise, we need to understand how to interconnect computers physically,
how to assign parts of the application program to the various computers,

and how to program the complete structure.

The third computer, C.vmp, was designed to investigate how a production

microcomputer, the LSI-11, could be used to build a triplicating, voting

high availability computer.

The goals of the first two are performance while the third has reliability
as its goal.

We believe that technology will force the evolution of computing structures

to converge to three styles of multiprocessor computers: (1) C.mmp-style,

for high performance, incremental performance and availability; (2) loosely

coupled computers like Cm* to handle specialized processing, e.g., front

end, file, and signal processing; and (3) C.vmp-style for high availability

motivated by increasing maintenance costs.
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The technology-force argument is based on history, near term technology,
and resulting price extrapolations:

1. MOS technology is increasing in both speed and density faster than the

technology, e.g., ECL, from which high performance machines are built.

2. The price per chip of the single-MOS-chip processors decreases at a

substantially greater rate than for the low-volume high-performance,

special designs. Chips in both designs have high design costs, but the

special design enjoys a much lower volume.

3. Relative to all other costs of a system, the processor cost in a low

end system is essentially zero.

4. Standards in the semiconductor industry tend to form more quickly for

high volume products. For example, in the 8-bit microcomputer market,

one type supplies about 50% of the market and three types supply over

90%.

5. A 16-bit processor-on-a-chip, with both an address space matching its

performance and appropriate data-types, has been announced. Such a

commodity will form the basis for nearly all future computer designs.

DEC's PULSAR, described below, is a good example of one of the more

straightforward applications of this technology. As a result of these

factors, the two classes of machines (MOS-processor-on-a-chip-based and
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low-volume, high-performance-processor-based) have rapidly diverging costs

per operation per chip. Furthermore, large scale applications have been

slow to form since problem complexity increases more rapidly than program

size. Therefore, most subsequent computers will be based on standard, high

volume parts. For high performance machines, since processing power is
available at essentially zero cost from processor-on-a-chip-based

processors, large scale computing will come from arrays of processors, just
as we build arrays of 64 Kbit ICs to form memory subsystems.

The multiprocessor research projects at CMU have emphasized synthesis and

measurement. Operating systems have been built for them and the executions

of user programs have been carefully analyzed. All the multiprocessor

interferences, overheads, and synchronization problems have been faced; the

resultant performance helps to put their actual costs in perspective.

Figure HARPY looks at one of the applications, the HARPY speech recognition

program, in detail. Here the performance of C.mmp and Cm* is compared with

three uniprocessors (KA-10, KL-10, and 11/40).

C.mmp--A MULTI-MINI-PROCESSOR

C.mmp was motivated by the need for more computing power to solve speech

recognition/signal processing problems and to understand the multiprocessor

software problem. Until C.mmp, only one large, tightly coupled

multiprocessor had been built--the Bell Laboratory's Safeguard Computer

(BSTJ issue?).
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The introductory section describes the economic and technical factors
influencing multiprocessor feasibility and argues for the timeliness of the

research. Various problems to be researched are given together with a

discussion of particular design aspects. For example, since C.mmp is
predicated on a common operating system there are two sources of

degradation: memory contention and lock contention. The machine's

theoretical performance as a function of memory-processor interference is
based on Strecker's (1971) work. In practice, because the memory was not

built with low-order address interleaving, memory interference was greater
than expected. This problem was solved by moving program segments.

As the number of memory modules and processors becomes very large, the

theoretical performance (as measured by the number of accesses to the

memory by the processors) approaches the memory bandwidth
2 Swish. 1476

(m/memory-cycle-time) x 1/#.[pe&®] Thus, with infinite processors, there

is not a maximum limit on performance, provided all processors are not

contending for the same memory.

Although there is a discussion outlining the design direction of the

operating system, Hydra, later descriptions should be read [Wulf et al,
1975]. Since the small address of the PDP-11 necessitated frequent map

changes, 11/40s with writeable control stores were used to implement the

operating systems calls which change the segment base registers.

The C.mmp which was actually built is shown in Fig. PMSC.mmp.
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There are three basic approaches to the effective application of

multiprocessors:

1. System-level workload decomposition. If a workload contains a lot of

inherently independent activities, e.g., compilation, editing, file
processing, and numerical computation, it will naturally decompose.

2. Program decomposition by a programmer. Intimate knowledge of the

application is required for this time-consuming approach.

3. Program decomposition by the compiler. This is the ideal approach.

However, results to date have been disappointing [Ref. Illiac IV

FORTRAN compiler projects].

C.mmp was predicated on the first two approaches. Since the original

paper, ALGOL 68, a language with facilities for expressing parallelism in

programs, has been implemented. It has assisted greatly with program

decomposition.

As can be seen in the paper, a model of the lock problem influenced the

number of critical sections in the scheduler. Since the paper, the

operating system Hydra has been designed and implemented. An extensive

description is given in [Wulf et al. 1975].

Two experiments analyzing the performance of C.mmp and Hydra have been
oma Fullev

reported. The first, by Marathe 1977] used a hardware monitor to measure
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the degradation due to the locking mechanism which is invoked when shared

data is accessed. The second, by Oleinick [197g], analyzed

user-program-level synchronization. We summarize the results of both

below.

The contention for shared resources in a multiprocessor system occurs at

several levels. At the lowest level, processors contend at the cross-point

switch level for memory. This memory interference is discussed in the

chapter. On a higher level there is contention for shared data in the

operating system kernel. At higher levels, processes contend for i/o

devices and for software processes, e.g., for memory management. "ire
Comtvets

f-11~Hne to models on experimental data at these different

levels in C.mmp.

Contention Level Reference

user-program [Oleinick, 197%]

{Fuller and Oleinick, 1976]

Hydra Kernel objects [Marathe and Fuller, 1977]

cross-point switch Chapter XX (Comp >)

[Fuller, 1976]
Tele Contrefs

Lath, of nee The Cc.mop
Marathe's data show that the shared data of Hydra is organized into enough

separate objects that a very small degration (less than 1%) results from
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contention for these objects. Table LOCK is reproduced from Rie paper. He

also built a queueing model which projected that the contention level would

be about 5% in a 48 processor system.

Oleinick [1978] has used C.mmp to conduct an experimental, as opposed to

theoretical, study of implementation of parallel algorithms on a
dev,

multiprocessor. He studies,an extension of the bisection method for

finding the roots of an equation. A decomposition of the binary search for

a root into n parallel processes is to evaluate the function simultaneously

at n points.

Under ideal conditions, all processes would finish the function evaluation

(required at each step) at the same time, and then some brief bookkeeping

would take place to determine the next subinterval for the n processes to

work on. Figure gdeal shows this case. However, because the time to

evaluate the function is data dependent, some processes complete before

others. Moreover, if the bookkeeping task is time consuming relative to

the time to evaluate the function, the speedup ratio will suffer.

Oleinick systematically studies each source of fluctuation in performance.

utThe dominant one is the mechanism used for process synchronization. Figure

compares the speedup obtained with the four different synchronization

primitives. These are as follows:

PMO

PM1
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Ke el

Spin-1 - the processor continues to execute a short sequence of

ins ctions which repeatedly test the lock.

Clearly the impact of process synchronization is a function of the ratio of
Lockvange

synchronization time to function evaluation time. Figure gives the

ranges over which each lock should be used without dominating execution

time.

MULTI-MICROPROCESSORS: AN OVERVIEW AND WORKING EXAMPLE

The Cm* work, sponsored by NSF and ARPA, is an extension of earlier

NSF-sponsored research [Bell, et al. 1973] on register-transfer-level
modules. As LSI and VLSI enable construction of the processor-on-a-chip,

it is apparent that low-level, register-transfer modules are passe' for the

construction of all but low-volume computers. Although the research is
predicated on structures employing a hundred or so processors, this chapter

describes the culmination of the first (ten-processor) phase.

The authors motivate their work by appealing to the diseconomy-of-scale

arguments which we advanced at the beginning of this section (page 00) and

elaborate upon in Part IV. To provide additional context for their

research, computer modules (Cm*), multiprocessors (C.mmp) and computer

networks are described in terms of performance and problem suitability.

The chapter gives a description of the modules structure, together with

their associated limitations and potential research problems.
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The grouping of processor and memory into modules and the hierarchy of bus

structures - LSI-11 bus, Map bus, and Intercluster bus - are radical

departures from more conventional computer systems.

The final, most important, part of the chapter evaluates the performance of
Cm* for five different problems.

A 50-Computer-Module Cm* is now under construction and is planned to be

operational by the end of 1978 for evaluation in 1979. The extension of

Cm* is known as Qm*/50 and is shown in Fig. Cm*/50. It will be used to

test the CMU ideas on parallel programming methods, fault tolerance,

modularity, and the extensibility of the Cm* structure.

C.vmp: THE ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A FAULT TOLERANT

MULTIPROCESSOR

C.vmp is a triplicated, voting multiprocessor designed to understand the

difficulty (or ease) of using standard, off-the-shelf LSI-11s to provide

greatly increased reliability. There is concern for increased reliability
because systems are becoming more complex, are used for more critical
applications, and because maintenance costs for all systems are increasing.

Because the designers themselves carry out and analyze the work, this

chapter provides first-hand insight into high reliability designs and the

design process--especially its evaluation. The system has operated for

several months and the first phase of work is complete.
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Several design goals are initially predicated and the work is carried out

against the goals.

The goal of software and hardware transparency turned out to be easier to

attain than expected, because of an idiosyncrasy of the floppy disk

controller. Because the controller effects a word-at-a-time bus transfer

from a one-sector buffer, voting can be carried out at a very low level.
It is unclear how the system would have been designed without this type of

controller; at a minimum, some part of the software transparency goal would

not have been met and a significant controller modification would have been

necessary.

A number of models are given by which the design is evaluated. From the

discussion of component reliabilities the reader should get some insight

into the factors contributing to reliability. It should be noted that a

custom-LSI-designed voter is needed to get a sufficiently low cost for a

marketable C.vmp. While the intent of C.vmp is not a product, it does

provide much of the insight for such a product.

PULSAR: A PERFORMANCE RANGE mP SYSTEM

PULSAR is a 16 LSI-11 multiprocessor computer for investigating the

cost-effectiveness of multiple microprocessors. It covers a performance

range of approximately 1 LSI-11 to petter than an 11/70 for simple

instructions.
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The breadboard system (Fig. ), is based on the 11/70 structure, including
multiple interrupt levels and 22-bit physical addressing. It does not

implement I&D space or supervisor mode, nor does it have Floating Point

processors.

The processors communicate with each other (P-Boards), the Unibus Interface
(UBI) and a Common Cache and Control via a high-bandwidth, synchronous bus.

The Common Cache and Control contains a large (8K word), direct mapping,
shared cache with a 2-word block size, interfacing to the 2- or 4-way
interleaved 11/70 memory bus. This prevents the memory subsystem from

becoming a bottleneck, in spite of the large reduction in bandwidth demand

provided by the cache. The control provides all the mapping functions for

both Unibus and processor accesses to memory. The Unibus map registers (a
la 11/70) and the process map registers for each processor are held in a

single bipolar memory.

The UBI provides the Unibus control functions of a conventional PDP-11.

Interrupts will be fielded by the first enabled processor with preferential
treatment for any processor in WAIT state.

Each P-Board contains two independent microprocessor chip sets with

modified microcode. Internal contention for the adapter is eliminated by

running the two processors out of phase to each other. Such contention as

does exist is resolved by the mechanism for arbitration of the P-bus

itself. The PULSAR has an ASCII console interfacing via a KMC-11
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communications controller, with modified microcode. In addition, a debug

panel has displays for every stage of the P-bus and controller pipeline.

Console operations are effected by the UBI interrogating or changing a save

area for each processor, physically held in the Mapping Array, in response

to ASCII console messages over the unibus. Each processor places all
appropriate status in the save area on every HALT, and restores from the

save area prior to acting upon every CONTINUE or START.

OPERATION

The PULSAR System is pipeline oriented with specific time slots for each

processor. This permits a single, simple arbitration mechanism, rather

than separate (complex) ones for each resource.

Once the pipeline is assigned to a transaction, the successive intervals of

time are assigned to the following resources in order:

1. The mapping array.

2. The address translation logic.

3. The cache.

4, The address validation logic.
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5. The data lines of the P-bus.

The memory subsystem, which is not a part of this resource pipeline, has an

independent arbitration mechanism. Interfacing between these independent

mechanisms is by means of queues.

There are some operations which require more than one access to the same

resource in the pipeline. These operations are effectively handled as two

transactions. Examples of such operations are Memory Writes and Internal
2

I/O Page (say ## register) accesses. A memory write may need a second

aecess to the cache for update, while the Internal I/0 Page may need

another access to the map array.

There are other operations in which the timing does not permit the use of a

particular resource in the specific interval that is allocated to that

transaction. This happens, for instance, when a Read operation results in

a cache miss. The data is not available in time. In this case too a

second transaction takes place, initiated when backing store data becomes

available.

COST COMPARISON

Cost projections indicate that a multiprocessor will have an increase in

parts count over each possible equivalent performance uniprocessor in the

range.
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This will range from a 20% increase for a 2 Pe mP, approaching 0% at the

top of the range. It is to be noted that the 20% premium can be reduced if
provision is not made for expansibility over the entire range. Clearly a

separate 1 Pe structure can be cost-effective (since this is the LSI-11).
The premium is based on parts count only and excludes considerations of

cost benefits due to production learning, common spares and manuals, lower

engineering costs, etc.
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Marathe, M. and Fuller, S. H. A Study of Multiprocessor Contention for

Shared Data in C.mmp, Proceedings 1977 ACM SIGMETRICS Conferences, pp.

255-262.

Wulf, W. [and others] The Hydra Operating System, Fifth ACM SIGOPS

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (Nov. 1975).
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11 Glue Figures and Tables

Fig. Cachespeed - Structure of Pe, Mcache and Mp of cached computer.

Fig. LSI-11/2 - Photograph of double height modules forming LSI-11/2.

Fig. RXT11 - Bounded LSI-11.

Fig. HARPY

Fig. PMSC.mmp - PMS diagram of C.mmp.

Table Lock - Measurement of the locking behavior in Hydra/C.mmp.
Ideal
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Fig. Cm*/50

PULSAR

Table LSI-11 Options (in text)

Table Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70 (in text)
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Table Conxve €s (in text)
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APDP-11 GLUE t

This part could stand alone as a book on the evolution of the PDP-11

computer structure, although it does rely on the conceptual framework of

Chapter 1, and the ISPS language description given in appendix 00. The 11

has evolved quite differently from the other computers in this book, and as

such provides an independent and interesting story. The factors that have

created the machines are clearly market and technology bas ney have

generated a large number of implementations (ten) over a relatively short

(eight-year) lifetime. Because there are multiple implementations spanning

a performance range at the same points in time, the PDP-11 provides

problems and insight which did not occur in the evolutions of the

traditional mini (8 Family); the best cost/performance machines (18-bit),
and the high performance machines (the DECsystem 10). The 11 designs cover

a range of 500: 1 in system price ($500 to $250,000) and 500: 1 in memory

size (4 Kwords to 2 Mwords).

The part is divided into six sections.

1. Introduction.

The first chapter (00), published when the 11 was announced, introduces

the architecture, gives its goals, and predicts how it might evolve.
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2.

3.

The family notion is quite strong, although not specific about members.

Chapter 00, What Have We Learned From PDP-11, might be read next in
order to get the broadest overview, and best immediate critique of the

11 evolution.

Conceptual Basis.

This section contains two papers that form some of the conceptual basis

for the models. Strecker, Chapter 00, describes the cache memory

mechanism for building high performance models (specifically the

11/70). Levy describes the intercommunication problem among physical

components and how busses carry out this task.

Implementations.

Of the four implementation chapters, three are on specific

implementations (LSI-11, CMU-11 and 11/60) and the fourth (Chapter 00)

is a study of all models. This latter chapter provides comparative

data on the various implementations together with how the designs fit a

conceptual model.

4, Evaluation.

Chapter 00 evaluates the 11 as a machine for executing FORTRAN. What

We Have Learned From PDP-11, Chapter 00 discusses aspects of the PDP-11

evolution in terms of the models introduced in Chapter 1.
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5. VAX-11.

This paper, by the architect of VAX-11, discusses the new architecture

and its first implementation, the VAX-11/780.

6. The multiprocessor research computers of Carnegie-Mellon University.

Three multiprocessors: C.mmp (Chapter 00), Cm* (Chapter 00) and C.vmp

(Chapter 00) give examples of a 16-processor multiprocessor, a set of

computer modules based on LSI-11 and a triplicated, voting

multiprocessor computer for high reliability.
INTRon UCTION

A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR MINICOMPUTERS--THE DEC PDP-11

It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description

here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses "What We Have Learned from the

PDP-11",. The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed, to

describe the first (11/20) implementation, and to show possible extensions.

This was attempted at a time when the whole family architecture had not

been worked out or even fully considered.

The computer class definitions (given in 1970) of micro, mini and midi have

stood the rest of time for they correspond quite closely to those of

Chapter 1.
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The major reasons (elaborated upon in Chapter 00) for the disparity between

the predicted and actual evolution are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology, especially for a

family, was not understood in 1970. This understanding came later and

was put forth in a paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

2. The Unibus proved unacceptable tor most communications at the very high

and low end designs. Although this chapter posits a multiprocessor and

multiple Unibusses for high end designs, this exact structure did not

evolve as a standard. Levy's chapter elaborates on the bus evolution.

mneyThe-physteal-memeny address space was too small.
A

4, The particular data-type extensions were not predicted. While floating

point arithmetic was discussed, the character string and decimal

operations were not described. These data types evolved in response to

market need and COBOL -- factors which did not exist in 1970.

We have made a major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (by adding memory

management and floating point) ISPS description given in Appendix 0 of the

book.

CACHE MEMORIES FOR PDP-11 FAMILY COMPUTERS

3.
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Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for four reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters; the

cache is the basis of a fast PDP-8 [Bell et al, 1974], the 11/60 (Chapter

00) the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design methodology

is well done--it is good engineering; and finally, the paper is
well-written--in fact, it received the award for the Best Paper at the

Third Computer Architecture Conference. We also publish it simply to serve

as an encouragement and an example for those who should understand and

describe their work -- such well-written and relevant papers are only too

rare.

The cache design process is implicit in the way in which the work is
earried out to determine the structure parameters. The relevant

sensitivity plots (runs) are made to determine the effect of each parameter

@ on the design. In the 11/60, Mudge (Chapter 00) uses Strecker's program

traces and methodology. Note that it is easy to collect statistics about

PDP-11 program behavior since the trace bit in the PS word, permits the 11

to interpret itself on a single-instruction basis. One of the important

parameters to understand is the time between changes of context because all

real time and multiprogrammed systems have many context switches. To the

best of our knowledge this study is unique. The PDP-8 cache design

(Chapter 00) shows the effect of segmenting the cache for instructions and

data.

Oo,
A cache design for a PDP-8 [Bell et al, 1974] is summarized in the=

6 Part tt." Wo
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The 8 study shows the effect of separating instructions and data whereas

the 11 does not (#) Tre-seeond difference is that Strecker gives the

performance evaluation in terms of cache miss ratios whereas the 8 dato arc
fy :

a speed up-factor These two performances. measures, see Fig.
Cachespeed, are related (Lee, 1969) in the following way (assuming an

infinitely fast processor):

p = total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pe

m = no. of memory accesses that are missed by the

cache and how to be referred to Mp

t.c = cycle time of cache memory, Mc

t.p = cycle time of primary memory, Mp

R = t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is

typically 3 to 10

the relative execution speeds are:

t(no cache) = pR

t(to cache) = p + mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a = miss ratio = m/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)
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note that if ae -0 (100% hit), the speedup is R; while

1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 +R), i.e.,
the speedup is less than 1 (i.e., time to

if a

reference both memories)

TMPLEMENTATIONS

A MINICOMPUTER-COMPATIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM: THE DEC LSI-11

Although the paper is a descriptive narrative about the design at each of

the chip, board, and backplane levels, it lacks insight that the designers

at Western Digital or DEC (Duane Dickhut, Lloyd Dickman, Rich Olsen, or

Mike Titelbaum) might have provided. It was written from the viewpoint of

a knowledgeable user. An account of the chip-level design is available

@ (Soha and Pohlman, 1974). The design was done at Western Digital by

Roberts, Soha, and Pohlman as a relatively general purpose microprogrammed

computer that could be used to emulate many computers. When DEC started

working with the designers to effect interpretation of the 11 ISP, the

design took on more of the 11 structure. Two design levels are described

in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed computer as it is used to

interpret the 11 ISP, and the particular PMS-level components as they are

integrated into a backplane to form a hardware system. Sebern points out

the microprogramming tradeoff that took place between the chip and module

levels to carry out functions normally in hardware: the time clock, the

console, refreshing dynamic random access MOS memory, and power fail
control.

bone & Le vel
Ln chide 4 buns

fw
gers a das y f
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The subtleties and uniqueness of the module structure are not described,
nor are the design alternatives. For example, a bounded design that is
typical of one board microcomputers was considered, though not described.

However, a lower-cost, one-board system, like the VT78, (page 00) has

evolved and is shown in Fig. RXT-11. The RXT-11 is an integrated system

containing an LSI-11 chip set, 32 Kwords of memory, connectors for six EIA

interfaces, and a controller for two floppy disk drives. One-hundred and

seventy-five i.c.'s were used -- to implement the same functionality using

standard LSI-11 modules, 375 i.c.'s would have been used.

annou

The initial module~level design for the LSI-11 was predicated on a

quad-sized form factor with a conventional backplane. The modules are

shown on page 00. Since there were not special ICs beyond the 3 chip

processor, options tended to be relatively large and often occupied a full

quad module. For options that were greater than a quad size, an ingenious

packaging scheme was devised. It provided interconnection points on the

extra half of the module (a double sized module) which was not used as the

LSI-11 Bus (requires a double sized module). This permitted multiple

board, complex options, e.g., a disk controller, to be packaged as a single

option with no interconnection between the boards except via the second

half of the quad board. As DEC began to build special ICs to interface to

the bus, the option sizes decreased to occupy a double module. This system

is now known as the LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules is shown in

Fig. LSI-11/2. The options available for the two systems have evolved as

shown in Table LSI-11 Options.
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a
Table n

yee

(™
effect of a lower cost LSI-11 system is to provide additional

Japplications as we discuss in Chapter 1,

USING LSI PROCESSOR BIT-SLICES TO BUILD A PDP-11-~A CASE STUDY IN

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN

@ This paper by the designers of CMU-11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, herein

called a Microcomputer (for Microprogrammed Processor), is used to

interpret a PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the

assertion that the bit-slice based arithmetic unit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design and construction of

processors. The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the

temptation of changing the problem (a real ISP) to fit the building blocks

(the Intel 3000 processor). Indeed, the authors observed awkwardnesses

@ that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance. In

retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not become the standard bit-slice
architecture that the AMD 2900 series has; perhaps it suffered from being

one of the earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the

various parts of the processor design are given and compared with the

LSI-11 and 11/40 designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and

number of control bits in the microprogrammed controller).
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A key part of the investigation was the evaluation of the

computer-aided-design tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS)

and the SAGE logic simulator were the major components. SAGE was

predicated on being able to detect all the design and timing flaws prior to

construction of a design. The authors claim that 95% of the errors were

detected in this manner. The simulated-time/real-time ratio (108/1) did

constrain the design process, e.g., the number of different runs used to

find worst-case conditions.

DESIGN DECISIONS FOR THE PDP-11/60 MID-RANGE MINICOMPUTER

Unlike the reports from an architect's or reporter's viewpoint this chapter

is a direct account of the design from the close proximity of the project.

A mid-range machine is an inherently difficult design for the reasons of

the designer characteristics we presented in Chapter 00, page 00. [CM:

unclear]. As neither the lowest cost nor highest performance PDP-11, it
has to be the right balance of features, price, and performance against

criteria that are usually extremely vague.

Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are shown in the 11/60:

the cache to reduce Unibus traffic; trace-driven design of floating-point

arithmetic processors; providing writeable control store; and increasing

the reliability, availability and maintainability.

Whereas the Unibus was previously thought to be inadequate for high

performance systems, by using a cache most processor references do not. use
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the Unibus and so leave it free for i/o traffic. This gives high

performance without the attendant cost*. The cache work is based on

Strecker's (Chapter 00). The study leading to determining the block size

is given. The block size can only conveniently be one since fetching

multiple words would tie up the Unibus with additional traffic.

The use of trace data to design the floating point arithmetic is described

together with the resulting design. Note that the 11/60 performs roughly

at 11/70 speeds but at lower cost. The implementation of the two can be

compared in the following table.

Table - Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70 (count of printed circuit

boards).

11/60 11/79

Base Pc 5 8 [CM: check 11/70 sys. manual]

Floating point 4 4

Cache 1 4

Memory management 1 2

Total 10 18

Microprogramming is used to provide both increased user-level capability

and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The large

"Using Amdahl's constants, page 00, the reader might compute the bus

bandwidth (for i/o traffic) and the address space needs for this speed

processor given the cache and compare these needs with the Unibus. [CM:

We should do this for all models in "What We've Learned" Chapter]
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writeable control store option is described together with its use for data

storage and various applications. This option has been recently used for

emulating the PDP-8 at the OS/8 operating system level.

A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 1, page 00). Other

semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they

affect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple

concept of tri-state logic® had such a great effect on the design.

Impact cf Implementation Design Tradeoffs on Performance: The PDP-11. A

Case Study.

This chapter presents a most comprehensive comparison of the eight

processor implementations used in the ten PDP-11 models. The work was

carried out to investigate various design styles for a given problem--the

interpretation of the PDP-11 ISP. The tables alone give more insight into

processor implementations than is available from any single source we know.

The usefulness of the data also comes from having an outside observer

examine the machines and share his insight.

The tables include:

1. a set of instruction frequencies, by Strecker, for a set of ten

different applications. The reader should note the frequencies do not

reflect all uses, e.g., there are no floating point instructions, nor

#Apility to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a wired-or
connection.
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has operating system code been analyzed.

2. implementation cost (modules, ICs, control store widths) and

performance (micro- and macro-instruction times) for each model; and

3. a canonical data path for all 11 implementations, against which each

processor is compared.

With this background data, a "top-down" model is built which explains the

performance (macro-instruction time) of the various implementations in

terms of the micro-instruction execution, and primary memory cycle time.

Since these two parameters do not fully explain (model) performance, a set

of bottom-up factors must be introduced. These factors include various

design techniques and the degree of processor overlap. We believe that

this analysis of a constrained problem should provide useful insight to

both computer and general-digital-systems designers.

EVALUATION

TURNING COUSINS INTO SISTERS: THE ROLE OF SOFTWARE IN SMOOTHING HARDWARE

DIFFERENCES

Since FORTRAN is quite possibly the most often executed language for the

PDP-11 and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe

the 11 architecture as seen by the language processor--its user. The first
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FORTRAN compiler and object (run) time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions to improve performance. The FORTRAN IV-PLUS

compiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements, largely due to

compiler optimization technology, are less relevant to the 11 architecture.

The chapter title overstates the compatibility problem since the five
variations of the 11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be

compatible by essentially providing five separate object (run) time systems

and a single compiler. This transparency is provided quite easily using a

concept called threaded code. This concept appears to be a very simple

interpreter for the PDP-11--and might not be called an interpreter by many.

With threaded code, one 1-word instruction requiring two memory cycle times

is executed each time a high level operation code is to be interpreted,

otherwise the processor is carrying out the desired op code. When a simple

integer expression like I = I + 1, which occupies 2 memory words and

requires 3 memory cycles to execute, is transformed into a threaded code

version the program still only occupies 2 words, but instead requires 5

memory cycles to execute (nearly a factor of 2). For more complex

operations requiring longer execution times, like floating point

arithmetic, the overhead turns out to be quite low and the space

utilization is quite good. It is also possible to move efficiently between

threaded and directly executed code, although this is not done. Jim Bell

discovered the technique; it has been used extensively for other compilers

because of its low time and space overhead. The ability to carry out the

interpretation so elegantly was not part of the original PDP-11 design, but

rather was a consequence of the generality of the 11's addressing modes.
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The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack
machine. As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. In the

second version, by recognizing the special high-frequency-of-use cases,

e.g., A= 0, A =A+ 1, and by having better conventions for three-address

operations (to and from the stack), speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating
point and integers, were obtained.

It is interesting to compare the virtual machine described with the FORTRAN

IV-PLUS machine which uses the floating point processors (on the 11/34,

11/45, 11/55, 11/60, and 11/70). If the FORTRAN machine described in the

paper is implemented in microcode and made to operate at FPP speeds, the

resulting machines turn out to operate at roughly the same speed and

programs occupy roughly the same program space.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM THE PDP-11?

Mae We

This chapter is a substantially revised version fa paper, written for the

CMU Computer Science 10th Anniversary, September 1975. This paper was

written to critique the original expository paper on the PDP-11 (Chapter

00) and to compare the actual with the predicted evolution. The four

critical issues of technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure), address

space and data-type evolutions are examined.

The first part of the chapter discusses how the technology is used as a

basis for the evolution (something we did not understand when the machines

were originally planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially

now in Chapter and th
The atroductaryY overview has been deleted (and

is now placed in Chapter sect ns on the /45 and 11/70 have

address and protection extensions. A tailed evolutionary model of the

facts are introduced, particularly they
extensions. Finally the basis (neéd) for the
discussed.

been greatly expanded to include the urbations due to the memory

een added. More historicalcost, and performance characteristicy has
fect the design of the

X/11 extension is
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eritical. The next section describes the evolution from the point of view

of the various development projects and people. Some early (historical)
design documents are introduced to further aid in understanding the design

process.

The Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The

Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC busses

and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal standrad

of interconnection.

We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-performance metrics so the 11

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book

(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique (within DEC)

problem of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,

Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a more useful evaluation of the architecture

for FORTRAN execution. A complete section is given on the addressing

extension, beyond the 11/45 and 11/70 extensions, which required a major

perturbation: VAX-11.

The final section, addressed to the research community, describes some

general problems encountered in structure design and engineering, together

with how solving them might be useful in subsequent designs.

VAX-11/780: A VIRTUAL ADDRESS EXTENSION TO THE DEC PDP-11 FAMILY
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{Sect O Str kéx's pa r

THE MULTIPROCESSOR RESEARCH COMPUTERS OF CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

ARNO DECS PULSA
Three computers, which use the 11 as a basis, were built at Carnegie-Mellon

University to carry out research in computer structures and operating ye 16 por ils

systems for multiprocessors. A foun 5 Corl DEC

The first computer, C.mmp, is a 16 processor (11/40's and 11/20's) system

with 2.5 million words of shared primary memory. It was built to

investigate the programming (and resulting performance) questions

associated with having a large number of processors.

The chapter on the second computer, Cm*, is located physically in the

Modules Part, as the modules that form Cm* are LSI-11's. Cm* was based on

the premise that ultimately, the smallest modular unit, i.e., integrated

circuit, used to build digital systems would be a computer. With this

premise, we need to understand how to interconnect computers physically,

how to assign parts of the application program to the various computers,

and how to program the complete structure.

The third computer, C.vmp, was designed to investigate how a production

microcomputer, the LSI-11, could be used to build a triplicating, voting

high availability computer.
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The goals of the first two are performance while the third has reliability
as its goal.

We believe that technology will force the evolution of computing structures

to converge to three styles of multiprocessor computers: (1) C.mmp-style,

for high performance, incremental performance and availability; (2) loosely

coupled computers like Cm* to handle specialized processing, e.g., front

end, file, and signal processing; and (3) C.vmp-style for high availability
based on increased maintenance costs.

The technology-force argument is based on history, near term technology,

and resulting price extrapolations:

1. MOS technology is increasing in both speed and density faster than the

technology, e.g., ECL, from which high performance machines are built.

substantially greater rate than for the low-volume high-performance,

special designs. Chips in both designs have high design costs, but the

special design enjoys a much lower volume.

2. The price per chip of the single-MOS-chip processors decreases at a

3. Relative to all other costs of a system, the processor cost in a low

end system is essentially zero.

4. Standards in the semiconductor industry tend to form more quickly for

high volume products. For example, in the 8-bit microcomputer market,
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one type supplies about 50% of the market and three types supply over

90%.

5. A 16-bit processor-on-a-chip, with both an address space matching its
performance and appropriate data-types, has been announced. Such a

commodity will form the basis for nearly all future computer designs.

2,As a result of these factors, the two classes of machines

(MOS-processor-on-a-chip-based and low-volume,

high-performance-processor-based) have rapidly diverging costs per

operation per chip. Furthermore, large scale applications have been slow

to form since problem complexity increases more rapidly than program size.

Therefore, most subsequent computers will be based on standard, high volume

parts. For high performance machines, since processing power is available

A
EC

6 4

at essentially zero cost from processor-on-a-chip-based processors, large

scale computing will come from arrays of processors, just as we build

arrays of 64 Kbit ICs to form memory subsystems.

.mmp--A Multi-Mini-Processor

C.mmp was motivated by the need for more computing power to solve speech

recognition/signal processing problems and to understand the multiprocessor

software problem. Until C.mmp, only one large, tightly coupled

multiprocessor had been built--the Bell Laboratory's Safeguard Computer

(BSTJ issue?).
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The introductory section describes the economic and technical factors

influencing multiprocessor feasibility and argues for the timeliness of the

research. Various problems to be researched are given together with a

discussion of particular design aspects. For example, since C.mmp is

predicated on a common operating system there are two sources of

degradation: memory contention and lock contention. The machine's

theoretical performance as a function of memory-processor interference is
based on Strecker's (1971) work. In practice, because the memory was not

puilt with low-order address interleaving, memory interference was greater

than expected. This problem was solved by moving program segments.

As the number of memory modules and processors becomes very large, the

theoretical performance (as measured by the number of accesses to the

memory by the processors) approaches the memory bandwidth

(m/memory-cycle-time) x 1/e.Tref.7] Thus, with infinite processors, there

is not a maximum limit on performance, provided all processors are not

contending for the same memory.

Although there is a discussion outlining the design direction of the

operating system, Hydra, later descriptions should be read (Wulf et al,
1975]. Since the 11's small address necessitated frequent map changes,

11/40s with writeable control stores were used to implement the operating

systems calls to change the segment base registers.

The C.mmp which was actually built is shown in Fig. PMSC.mmp.
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There are three basic approaches to the effective application of

multiprocessors:

1. System-level workload decomposition. If a workload contains a lot of

inherently independent activities, e.g., compilation, editing, file
processing, and numerical computation, it will naturally decompose.

2. Program decomposition by a programmer. Intimate knowledge of the

application is required for this time-consuming approach.

3. Program decomposition by the compiler. This is the ideal approach.

However, results to date have been disappointing [Ref. Illiac IV

FORTRAN compiler projects].

C.mmp was predicated on the first two approaches. Since the original

paper, ALGOL 68, a language with facilities for expressing parallelism in

programs, has been implemented. It has assisted greatly with program

decomposition. See Figure x.

As can be seen in the paper, a model of the lock problem influenced the

number of critical sections in the scheduler. Since the paper, the

operating system Hydra has been designed and implemented. An extensive

description is given in [Wulf et al, 1975].

Two experiments analyzing the performance of C.mmp and Hydra have been

reported. The first, by Ranathe [1977], used a hardware monitor to measure
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the degradation due to the locking mechanism which is invoked when shared

data is accessed. The second, by Oleinick [1977], analyzed

user-program-level synchronization. We summarize the results of both

below.

The contention for shared resources in a multiprocessor system occurs at

several levels. At the lowest level processors contend at the cross-point

switch level for memory. This memory interference is discussed in the

chapter. On a higher level there is contention for shared data in the

operating system kernel. At higher levels, processes contend for i/o

devices and for software processes, e.g., for memory management. The

following table points to models on experimental data at these different

levels in C.mmp.

Contention Level Reference

user-program [Oleinick, 1977]

(Fuller and Oleinick, 1976]

Hydra Kernel objects [Marathe and Fuller, 1977]

cross-point switch Chapter XX

(Fuller, 1976]

Ranathe's data show that the shared data of Hydra is organized into enough

separate objects that a very small degration (less than 1%) results from
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contention for these objects. Table LOCK is reproduced from his paper. He

also built a queueing model which projected that the contention level would

be about 5% in a 48 processor system.

Oleinick uses a root finding algorithm to study various implementations of

a single problem,

{CM: elaborate after studying his thesis chapter. ]

Multi-Microprocessors:An Overview and Working Example

The Cm® work, sponsored by NSF and ARPA, is an extension of earlier

NSF-sponsored research [Bell, ete. 1973] on register-transfer-level
modules. As LSI and VLSI enable construction of the processor-on-a-chip,

@ it is apparent that low-level, register-transfer modules are passe' for the

construction of all but low-volume computers. Although the research is

predicated on structures employing a hundred or so processors, this chapter

describes the culmination of the first (ten-processor) phase.

The authors motivate their work by appealing to the diseconomy-of-scale

arguments which we advanced at the beginning of this section (page 00). To

provide additional context for their research, computer modules (Cm*),

multiprocessors (C.mmp) and computer networks are described in terms of

performance and problem suitability. The chapter gives a description of

the modules structure, together with their associated limitations and

potential research problems.
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The final, most important, part of the chapter evaluates the performance of

Cm* for five different problems.

C.vmp: The Architecture and Implementation of a Fault Tolerant

Multiprocessor

C.vmp is a triplicated, voting multiprocessor designed to understand the

difficulty (or ease) of using standard, off-the-shelf LSI-11s to provide

greatly increased reliability. There is concern for increased reliability
because systems are becoming more complex, are used for more critical
applications, and because maintenance costs for all systems are increasing.

Because the designers themselves carry out and analyze the work, this

chapter provides first-hand insight into high reliability designs and the

design process--especially its evaluation. The system has operated for

several months and the first phase of work is complete.

Several design goals are initially predicated and the work is earried out

against the goals.

The goal of software and hardware transparency turned out to be easier to

attain than expected, because of an idiosyncrasy of the floppy disk

controller. Because the controller effects a word-at-a-time bus transfer

from a one-sector buffer, voting can be carried out at a very low level.

It is unclear how the system would have been designed without this type of

controller; as a minimum, some form of software transparency goal would

have been violated and a significant controller modification would have
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been necessary.

A number of models are given by which the design is evaluated. Various

component reliabilities are used and the reader should get a great deal of

insight into the factors contributing to reliability. It should be noted

that a special hardware voter is needed to get a sufficiently low cost for

a marketable C.vmp. While the intent of C.vmp is not a product, it does

provide much of the insight for such a product.
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Marathe, M. and Fuller, S. H. A Study of Multiprocessor Contention for

Shared Data in C.mmp, Proceedings 1977 ACM SIGMETRICS Conferences, pp.

255-262.

Wulf, W. [and others] The Hydra Operating System, Fifth ACM SIGOPS

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (Nov. 1975).

@ 11 Glue Figures and Tables

Fig. Cachespeed - Structure of Pc, Mcache and Mp of cached computer.

Fig. LSI-11/2 - Photograph of double height modules forming LSI-11/2.

Fig. RXT11 - Bounded LSI-11.

Fig. PMSC.mmp - PMS diagram of C.mmp.

Table Lock - Measurement of the locking behavior in Hydra/C.mmp.
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Table of LSI-11 Options and Extensions (1978) for LSI-11/2

Basic
Processor + 4 Kw

+ send line
Real time clock
Power controller/
sequences

Memories
4 Kw RAM
4 Kw core
32 Kw RAM
4 Kw PROM
4 Kw PROM; 256 RAM

Interfaces
Parallel (16 line)
Asynchronous (serial)
Instrument (IEEE-488 )
Direct Memory Access
Foundation (general
purpose)

Analog-to-digital
Digital-to-analog
Floppy interface

LSI-1}

quad

quad
double

double
quad
quad
double
double

double
double
double
quad
quad

quad
quad

LSI-11/2

double

double

double

Page 6
latest edit 2/16/78

Additions
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Wore When \e Spacersa

A New Architecture for Minicomputers--The DEC PDP-117

a Room Leo,

whay

(Facet

It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description
here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses "What We Have Learned from the

PDP-11",. The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed to describe

the first (11/20) implementation at a time when the whole architecture had

not been worked out or even fully considered; and to show possible

extensions.

The reader might note that the computer class definitions of micro, mini

and midi correspond quite closely to those of Chapter 1.

Although we comment on the disparity between the predicted and actual

evolution in Chapter 00, some of the important reasons are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology especially for a

family was not understood then. The understanding for one of us

(Bell), was put forth in a paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege) .

2. The Unibus bandwidth proved unacceptable for all communications at the

very high and low end designs. Whereas, this chapter posits a

multiprocessor, and multiple Unibusses, this precise st(rbture did not

evolve. The bandwidth has subsequently been shown to be adequate for
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all but the largest configurations when a cache is attached to the

processor as in the 11/60 (see Chapter 00). Note the effect of a 90%
w mamocache pit rate to reduce the number of access to v a the by apremh

factor of ten!

3. The memory address space was too small.

4, The particular data-type extensions weren't predicted. While floating

point data was discussed, the character string and decimal operations

weren't described. These data types evolved in response to market need
SurDET

(and COBOL) which didn't exist at the time the machine was designed.A

We have made a major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (memory management

and floating point) ISPS description that was used when the 11 was

evaluated as a Computer Family Architecture (CFA) standard by the U. S.

Defense Department.

Cache Memories for PDP-11 Familv Computers

Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for three reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters;

the cache is the basis of the fast PDP-8 (Chapter 00), the 11/60 (Chapter

00) ddd the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design

methodology is well done--it is "good engineering"; and finally the paper

is "well-written"--in fact, it received the award for the Best Paper at the
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Third Computer Architecture Conference at which it was presented. Thus,

since a relevant paper that provides a clear exposition, while illustrating
good engineering and being well-written, is so rare we also publish it
simply to serve as an encouragement and an example for those who should

expose, understand and describe their work.

The design process is implicit in the way the work is carried out to

determine the structure parameters. It should be noted that it was easy to

permits the 11 to interpret itself on a one at a time basis. The relevant
collect data statistics about the program's behavior since the trace bit, T

parameters are varied and sensitivity plots (runs) are made to determine

the effect of each parameter on the design. In the 11/60, Mudge,al so uses

the same methodology (Chapter 00)
do under stand us

One of the important parameters the

time between changes of context the best of
prin study

tiprogrammed system. PDP-8 cache design (Chapter 00) shows the

real time
4

our knowledge is beth unique
context Sur

effect of segmenting the cache for instructions and data. The PDP-8

chapter discusses the performance for a particular design, and the

performance numbers are in tems of a speed-up factor. Strecker gives the

performance evaluation in terms of cache miss ratios. (Performance measures

are related (Lee, 1969) in the following way (assuming an infinitely fast

processor) :

Fig. Cachespeed

total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pc

no. of memory accesses that are missed by the
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cache and how to be referred to Mp

t.c = cycle time of cache memory, Mc

+ P
= cycle time of primary memory, Mp

R = t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is

typically 3 to 10

the relative execution speeds are:

t(no cache) pR

t( to cache) p+ mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a= miss ratio = n/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)

note that if a (100% hit), the speedup is R; while

1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 +R), i.e.,ifa
the speedugis less than 1

v

ok A Minicomputer-Compatible Microcomputer Svstem: The DEC LSI-11

This first chapter of the implementation section was written fram the

knowledgeable user viewpoint. Although the paper is a descriptive

narrative of the design from the chips, boards and backplane levels, it
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lacks seme insight from ene sf the designers at Western Digital or DEC .

(Lloyd Dickman, Rich Olsen, or Mike Titelbaum). An account of the

chip-level design is available (Soha and Pohlman, 1974). The design was

done at Western Digital botatagn by Roberts, (Zoha, and Pohlman as a
ohrelatively general purpose microprogram™ computer that could be used to

emulate many canputers. When DEC started working with then for use in the

interpretation of the 11 ISP, the design took on more of the 11 structure.

Two design levels are described in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed

computer as it is used to interpret the 11 ISP; and the particular PMS

module level canponents as they are integrated into a backplane to form a

hardware system. Sebern points out tradeoff between the
that tools plare-

chip and module levels
f

carry out functions; that-are(normally)done withhardwargg) the time clock,

the console, refreshing dynamic random access MOS memory, and power fail
wiaqueness of the module structure are notcontrol..The sub and

Vor

described. AY it show d 4° that in order to gat reduced

described ( The initial module level design was predicated on a quad- sized

actor and plugged intofo conventional backplane. alternative,

more bounded design that are typical of ether microcanputers, not

€ (page OO )
cost.,-suekh-a system, like the VI78 has evolved and will eventually be

marketed. Th s structure is shown in Fig. KXT11. ,The modules are shown on

page 00. Since there were not special ICs beyond the 3 chip processor,

options tended to be relatively large and often occupied a full quad

module. For options that were greater than a quad size, an ingenious

packaging scheme was used for providing interconnection points on the extra

half of the module which was not used as the LSI-11 Bus. This permitted
A

aa mode )
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multiple board, complex options (e.g., a disk controller) to be packaged as

a single option with no interconnection between the boards except the

second half of tnd"oard. As DEc began to build special ICs to interface
to the bus, the option sizes began to decrease to occupy a double module.

This system is now known as the LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules

is shown in Fig. LSI-11/2. The options available for the two systems have

evolved as show in Table LSI-11 Options.

Table LSI-11 Options

[Teicher to supply]

The effect of lower cost LSI-11 modulecand-beekplane-areiiabitity is to
34

provide additional applications as we discuss in Chapter 1, page 00.

Using LS] Processor Bit-Slices to Build a Ppp-11--A Case Study in

Microcomputer Design

This paper by the designers of CMU-11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, herein

called a Microcomputer (for Microprogrammed Processor) Z%, is used to

interpret a PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the

assertion that the bit-slice based arithmetic wit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design6 and construction of

processors. The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the

temptation of changing the problem (11 processor) to fit the building

blocks (the Intel 3000 processor). As such, the authors observed the
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awkwardness that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance.

ha,
thot

In retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not became the standard Catesthe AMD 2900

sories) bit-slice architecture! but perhaps suffers from being one of the

earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the various parts

of the processor design are given and compared with the LSI-11 and 11/40

designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and number of control

bits in the microprogrammed controller).

A key part of the investigation was to evaluate the computer aided design

tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS) and the SAGE logic

simulator were the key canponents. SAGE was predicated on being able to

detect all the design and timing flaws prior to construction: The authors

claim that 95% of the errors were detected by the simulation--and all

errors were ultimately detectable once the simulation data or machine

description was changed.

Design decisions for the PPp-11/60 Mid-Range Minicomputer

Unlike the reports fram an architect's or reporter's viewpoint this chapter

is a direct accout of the design from the close proximity of the project.

Because it is a mid-range machine, the 11/60 is a difficult design for the

reasons of the designer characteristics, Chapter 00, page 00. The design

is neither the lowest cost nor performs the mest, but has to be the right

balance of features, price, and performance against criteria that are

usually extremely vague.
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Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are show in the 11/60:

the cache to reduce Unibus bandwidth; tracedrive"design of floating-point

arithmetic; providing writeable control store; and increasing the

reliability, availability and maintainability. i Whereas the Unibus had

previously thought to be inadequate for high performance, the cache is used

to unload the i/o traffic and provide high performance without the

attendant costy. The work is based on Strecker! s (Chapter 00),
The study

leading to determining the block size is given. The block size can only

conveniently be one since additional traffic is generated by fetching

multiple words and-thereby- tying up the Unibus fer additional traffic.

The use of trace data to design the floating point arithmetic is described

together with the resulting design. It not that the 11/60

performs roughly at 11/70 speedsunth cost, be

5 the fro Cam Compr? follow
LG - Twp 4 N/GO and \1/70

:

11/60 11/70

Base Pec x x

Floating point x

Cache x x

Memory management 0 x

Total x x

e

#Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a wired-or
connection.

Microprogramming is used provide both increased user-level capability
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and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The large
writeable control store option is described together with its use for data

Storage and various applications. This option has been recently used for

emulating the PDP-8 with OS/8 operating systems.

#Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together thro
connection.
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A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 1, page 00). Other

semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they
effect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple

"\
concept of tri-state Logic® had such a great effect on the design.

6 EVALUATIONS
Turning Cousins into Sisters: The Role of Software in Smoothing Hardware

Differences

Since FORTRAN is quite possibly the most often executed language for the

PDP~11 and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe

the 11 architecture as seen by the language processor--its user. The first
FORTRAN canpiler and (run)' object" time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions {ovolution}> to improve performance. The

FORTRAN IV+ canpiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements are

largely a matter of compiler optimization technology and are less relevant

to the 11 architecture.

The chapter title overstates the problem since the five variations of the

11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be compatible by prov iding

what amounts to five separate object (rum) time systems and a single

compiler. This transparency a concept called threadedus pre 4

a very simple interpreter for thecode

PDP-11--and might not be called an interpreter by many. With threaded

code, one 1-word nstruction requiring two memory cycle times is executed

each time the next'operation code is to be
Using Amdahl's page 00, the reader might compute the bus
bandwidth (for i/o traffic) and the address space needs for this speed
processor given the cache and compare thes feeds with the Unibus.

Co
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pravruriee fhe prousces
interpretedd , bey

a simple integer expression like A = A+ 1, which

Print date 12/7/77

occupies 2 memory words and requires 3 memory cycles to execute, is
transformed into a threaded code versiong the program still only occupies 2

words, but instead requires 5 memory cycles to execute (nearly a factor of
wore phx2). For tenger operations requiring longer execution times, like floating

point arithmetic, the overhead turns out to be quite low and the space

utilization is quite good. Jim Bell discovered this technique and it has

been used extensively for other canpilers because the time and spafLe
overhead is so low. The ability to carry out the interpretation so

elegantly was not part of the original design, but rather turned out to be

possible based on the generality in the 11's indexing modes.

The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack

machine. As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. By

A

better conventions for three-address operations to and from the stack,

speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating point and integers, respectively, were

bhigh use Free
etc.) a trav ingrecognizing the special eases (e.g. -0,

obtained when a more complex machine was constructed for the second

version.

Since this paper is really on the construction of an extension to the 11 to

execute FORTRAN, it is interesting to compare it with the FORTRAN IV+

machine which uses the floating point processor (11/45, 11/55, 11/60,

11/70). The two. turn out the sam speed and have the same

program s the FORTRAN machine described in the

paper is microprogrammed suk mods to at FPP spards ?
*Using Amdahl's constraints, page 90, the ader might compyte theous
bandwidth (fof i/o traffic) and the address space péeds for thisAspe
p ocessor & en the he and c pare th needs th the nibus
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What Have We Learned From the PRP-11?

This chapter is a substantially revised version* of a paper written for the

CMU Camputer Science 10th Anniversary, September 1975.

This paper was written to critique the original expository paper on the

PDP-11 (Chapter 00) and to campare the actual with the predicted evolution.
The four critical issues of technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure) ,

address space and data-type evolutions are examined. P one first part of the

chapter discusses how the technology is used as a basis for the evolution

(something we did not understand when the machines were originally
planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially critical, The

next section describes the evolution fram the point of view of the various

development projects and people. Some early historic documents are
oid A

introduced to further at+™r+ an understanding pf the design process.

The main section consists of: evaluating the Unibus, examining the

cost-performance evolution, the ISP and asking why multiprocessors haven't

evolved. Qs a 06
m s essounodh) unt. promos .

The Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The

Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC busses

and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal standrad

of interconnection.

We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-per formance metrics so the 11

*The paper is 50% longer. The introductary overview has been deleted (and
is now placed in Chapter 1) and the sections on the 11/45 and 11/70 have
been greatly expanded to include the perturbations due to the memory
address and protection extensions. A detailed evolutionary model of the
cost, and performance characteristics has been added. More historical
facts are introduced, particularly as they effect the design of the
extensions. Finally the basis (need) for the VAX/11 extension is
discussed.
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--

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book

(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique problem the 11

has of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,

Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a useful evaluation of the architecture for

FORTRAN execution.

A complete section is given on the addressing extension beyond the 11/45

and 11/70 extensions which required a major perturbation in the form of the

VAX/11 extensions.

The final section describes some general problems encountered in structure

design and engineering, together with how solving them might be useful in

subsequent designs. ( pa a
7

*The paper is 50% longer. The intydductary overviow has been deleted (and

been greatly expanded to inclu the perturbatjéns due to the memory
address and protection extengions. A detail evolutionary model of the
cost, and performance char teristics has en added. More historical
facts are introduced, particularly as the effect the design of the

is now placed in Chapter 1) and sections on jhe 11/45 and 11/70 have

extensions. Finally the basis (need) fof the VAX/11 extension is
discussed.
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PDP=-11 GLUE 12/15/77

Car etre cl
This part lone as a book on the PDP-11

computer structure evolution, although it relies on the conceptual

framework of Chapter 1, and the ISPS language description given in appendix

00. The 11 has evolved quite differently than the other computers in this
un dope coud

book, and as such provides an interesting story. The factors that have

created the machines are clearly market and technology based, generating a

large number (ten) of different implementations over its relatively short.

seven year lifetime. here is an expanding range of

machines time provides problems and insight in addition to

the traditional mini (8 Family); the best cos/performance (18-bit), and the

high performance less than $500K (the DECsystem 10). The 11 designs cover

a range of a factor of 500 in system price ($500 to $250,000) and 500 in

memory size (4 Kwords to 2 Mwords).

This part is divided into five sections consisting of:

1. Introduction.

This chapter published when the 11 was announced introduces the

architecture, gives goals fort, and predicts how it might

evolve. The family notion is quite strong, although not specific.

_Alternatively, Chapter 00, What Have We Learned From PDP-11, may

-preferabty be read next in order to get the broadest overview, and best

(o"

immediate critique of Chapteroe,
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2. Conceptual Basis.

This section contains two papers, that combined with Chapter 00, form

some of the conceptual basis for the models. Strecker,
Chapter 00, describes the cache memory mechanism for

building high performance models (specifically the 11/70). Levy

describes the intercommunication problem among physical components and

how busses carry out this task.

Implementations.3.

Of the four chapters, three are on specific implementations (LSI-11,
g

CMU-11 and 11/60) and the fourth (Chapter 00) is all models. This

latter chapter provides details of the various implementations together
A

with how the designs fit a conceptual model, -This-is-espectattyuseful

Evaluation. Chapter 00 evaluates the 11 as a machine for executing

FORTRAN. What We Have Learned From PDP-11, Chapter 00 discusses all
aspects of the evolution in terms of the introductory Chapter (00).

The multiprocessor research computers of Carnegie-Mellon University.

Three multiprocessors: C.mmp (Chapter 00), Cm* (Chapter 00) and C.vmp

(Chapter 00) give examples of a 16-processor multiprocessor, a set of

modules based on LSI-11 and a triplicated, voting multiprocessor

5.

computer for high reliability.
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A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR MINICOMPUTERS--THE DEC PDP-11

It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description

here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses "What We Have Learned from the

PDP-11", The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed to describe

the first (11/20) implementation at a time when the whole architecture had

not been worked out or even fully considered; and to show possible

extensions.

The reader might note that the computer class definitions (given in 1970)

of micro, mini and midi correspond quite closely to those of Chapter 1.

Although we comment. on the disparity between the predicted and actual

evolution in Chapter 00, some of the important reasons are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology especially for a

v
family was not understood then.

Th understanding

(Rell) was put forth in a paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

2, The Unibus bandwidth proved unacceptable for all communications at the

very high and low end designs. Whereas, this chapter posits a

multiprocessor, and multiple Unibusses, this precise structure did not

evolve. The bandwidth has subsequently been shown to be adequate fora9 a

all but the largest configurations when a cache is attached to the
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processor as in the 11/60 (see Chapter 00). Note the effect of a 90%

cache hit rate is to reduce the number of access to primary memory via
the Unibus by a factor of ten!

3. The memory address space was too small.

4, The particular data-type extensions weren't predicted. While floating

point data was discussed, the character string and decimal operations

weren't described. These data types evolved in response to market need

(and COBOL) which didn't exist for DEC at the time the machine was

designed.

We have made a major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (memory management

and floating point) ISPS description that was used when the 11 was

evaluated as a Computer Family Architecture (CFA) standard by the U. S.

Defense Department.

CACHE MEMORIES FOR PDP-11 FAMILY COMPUTERS

Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for four reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters; the

eache is the basis of the fast PDP-8 (Chapter 00), the 11/60 (Chapter 00)

the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design methodology is

well done--it is "good engineering"; and finally the paper is

"well-written"--in fact, it received the award for the Best Paper at the
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Third Computer Architecture Conference at which it was presented. Thus,

Since a relevant paper that provides a clear exposition, while illustrating
good engineering and being well-written, is so rare we also publish it
simply to serve as an encouragement and an example for those who should

[PPE
under stand and describe their work.

The design process is implicit in the way the work is carried out to

determine the structure parameters. It should be noted that it was easy to

collect data statistics about the program's behavior since the trace bit, T,
permits the 11 to interpret itself on a one at a time basis. The relevant

-poremeters are vericd ond sonsitivity plots (runs) are made to determine

Pepa.
00) uses thesame-methedetegy-end Strecker's traces: One of the

important parameters to understand is the time between changes of context. "i

the effect of each parameter on the design. In the 11/60, Mudge (Cha ter

To the best of our knowledge this study is unique, because all real time and

multiprogrammed systems have many context switches. The PDP-8 cache design

(Chapter 00) shows the effect of segmenting the cache for instructions and

data. The PDP-8 chapter discusses the performance for a particular design,

and the performance numbers are in terms of a speed-up factor. Strecker

gives the performance evaluation in terms of eache miss ratios. The

performance measures, see Fig. Cachespeed, are related (Lee, 1969) in the

following way (assuming an infinitely fast processor):

= total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pc

no. of memory accesses that are missed by the

=|

cache and how to be referred to Mp
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tee = cycle time of cache memory, Me

t.p = cycle time of primary memory, Mp

R = t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is
typically 3 to 10

the relative execution speeds are:

t(no cache) pR

t(to cache) p + mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a = miss ratio = m/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)

note that if a -0 (100% hit), the speedup is R; while

ifa 1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 +R), i.e.,
the speedup is less than 1 aA tins

TMPLEMENTATIONS

A MINICOMPUTER-COMPATIBLE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM: THE DEC LSI-11

This first chapter of the implementation section was written from the

knowledgeable user viewpoint. Although the paper is a descriptive
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narrative pf the design frem the chips, boards and backplane levels, it

chip-level design is available (Soha and Pohlman, 1974). The design was

done at Western Digital by Roberts, Soha, and Pohlman as a relatively
general purpose microprogrammed computer that could be used to emulate many

computers. When DEC started working with them for use in the

interpretation of the 11 ISP, the design took on more of the 11 structure.

Two design levels are described in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed

computer as it is used to interpret the 11 ISP; and the particular PMS

module level components as they are integrated into a backplane to form a

hardware system. Sebern points out the microprogramming tradeoff that took

place between the chip and module levels to carry out normally hardware

functions: the time clock, the console, refreshing dynamic random access

lacks insight that the designers at. Western Digital or DEC (Lloyd Dickman,

Rich Olsen, or Mike Titelbaum) might have provided. An account of the N

MOS memory, and power fail control.

The subtleties and uniqueness of the module structure are not described,

nor are the design alternatives. For example, the alternative, bounded

design that is typical of one board microcomputers was considered, though

not described. A lower cost one board system, like the VT78, (page 00) has

evolved and is shown in Fig.

KXT11. The initial module level design was predicated on a quad-sized form

factor and plugged into a conventional backplane. The modules are shown on

page 00. Since there were not special ICs beyond the 3 chip processor,

options tended to be relatively large and often occupied a full quad

module. For options that were greater than a quad size, an ingenious
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packaging scheme was used for providing interconnection points on the extra

half of the module (a double sized module) which was not used as the LSI-11

Bus (requires a double sized module). This permitted multiple board,

complex options (e.g., a disk controller) to be packaged as a single option

with no interconnection between the boards except the second half of the

quad board. As DEC began to build special ICs to interface to the bus, the

option sizes began to decrease to occupy a double module. This system is
now known as the LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules is shown in

Fig. LSI-11/2. The options available for the two systems have evolved as

shown in Table LSI-11 Options.

Table LSI-11 Options

{Teicher to supply]

The effect of a lower cost LSI-11 system is to provide additional

applications as we discuss in Chapter 1, page 00.

USING LSI PROCESSOR BIT-SLICES TO BUTI.D A PDP-11--A CASE STUDY IN

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN

This paper by the designers of CMU-11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, herein

called a Microcomputer (for Microprogrammed Processor), is used to

interpret a PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the

assertion that the bit-slice based arithmetic unit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design and construction of
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processors. The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the

temptation of changing the problem (11 processor) to fit the building
blocks (the Intel 3000 processor). As such, the authors observed the

awkwardness that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance.

In retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not become the standard bit-slice
architecture that the AMD 2900 series has, but perhaps suffers from being

one of the earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the

various parts of the processor design are given and compared with the

LSI-11 and 11/40 designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and

number of control bits in the microprogrammed controller)

A key part of the investigation was to evaluate the computer aided design

tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS) and the SAGE logic
simulator were the key components. SAGE was predicated on bein able to

claim that 95% of the errors were detected by the simulation--and all
detect all the design and timing flaws prior to constructio The authors

errors were ultimately detectable once the simulation data or machine

description was changed.

PESIGN DECISIONS FOR THE PDP-11/60 MID-RANGE MINICOMPUTER

Unlike the reports from an architect's or reporter's viewpoint this chapter

is a direct account of the design from the close proximity of the project.

Because it is a mid-range machine, the 11/60 is a difficult design for the

reasons of the designer characteristics, Chapter 00, page 00. The design

is neither the lowest cost nor performs the highest of the 11s, but has to
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be the right balance of features, price, and performance against criteria
that are usually extremely vague.

Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are shown in the 11/60:

the cache to reduce Unibus bandwidth; trace driven design of floating-point

arithmetic; providing writeable control store; and increasing the

reliability, availability and maintainability.

Whereas the Unibus had previously thought to be inadequate for high

performance, the cache is used to unload the i/o traffic and provide high

performance without the attendant cost*. The work is based on Strecker's

(Chapter 00). The study leading to determining the block size is given.

The block size can only conveniently be one since additional traffic is

generated by fetching multiple words which would tie up the Unibus with

additional traffic.

The use of trace data to design the floating point arithmetic is described

together with the resulting design. Note that the 11/60 performs roughly

at 11/70 speeds with lower cost. The implementation of the two can be

compared in the following table.

Table - Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70.

11/60 11/70

*Using Amdahl's constants, page 00, the reader might compute the busBase Pe x x

bandwidth (for i/o traffic) and the address space needs for this speed
processor given the cache and compare these needs with the Unibus.
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capability
and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The large

writeable control store option is described together with its use for data

storage and various applications. This option has been recently used for

PDP-11 Glue 12/15/77
G. Bell print

Floating point. x x

Cache x x

Memory management. 0 x

Total x x

Microprogramming is used to provide both increased user-level

emulating the PDP-8 with OS/8 operating systems.

A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 1, page 00). Other

semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they

effect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple

concept of tri-state logic had such a great effect on the design.

Impact of Jmplementation Design Tradeoffs on Performance: The PDP-11. A

Case Study

This chapter presents a most comprehensive comparison of the eight PDP-11

processor implementations. The work was earried out to investigate various

design styles for a given problem--the interpretation of the PDP-11 ISP.

Aside from any conclusions the tables give more insight into processor
*#Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a wired-or
connection.
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implementations than is available from any single source we know. The

usefulness of the data also comes from having an outside observer examine

the machines and provide insight.

The tables include:

1. K set of instruction use frequencies, by Strecker, for an operating

syaten. reader should note the frequencies do not reflect general

purpose use, e.g., there are no arithmetic and floating point

The

instructions

2. cost (modules, ICs, control store widths) and

performance (micro- and macro-instruction times) mM

7

3. Pcanonical data path is posited for all 11 implementations, and each

processor is presented and compared with it.

With this background data, a "top-down" model is built which explains the

performance (macro-instruction time) of the various implementations in

terms of the micro-instruction execution, and primary memory cycle time.

Since these two parameters don't fully explain (model) performance, a set

of bottom-up factors must be introduced. These factors include various

design techniques and the degree of processor overlap. We believe the fact

that the problem is constrained should provide useful insight to both

computer and general digital systems design. or
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EVALUATION

TURNING COUSINS INTO SISTERS: THE ROLE OF SOFTWARE IN SMOOTHING HARDWARE

DIFFERENCES

Since FORTRAN is quite possibly the most often executed language for the

PDP-11 and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe

the 11 architecture as seen by the language processor--its user. The first
FORTRAN compiler and object (run) time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions to improve performance. The FORTRAN IV+

compiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements are largely a

matter of compiler optimization technology and are less relevant to the 11

architecture.

The chapter title overstates the problem since the five variations of the

11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be compatible by providing

what amounts to five separate object (run) time systems and a single

compiler. This transparency is provided quite easily using a concept

called threaded code. This concept appears to be a very simple interpreter

for the PDP-11--and might. not be called an interpreter by many. With

threaded code, one 1-word instruction requiring two memory cycle times is

executed each time the next high level operation code is to be interpreted,

otherwise the processor is carrying out the desired op code. When a simple

integer expression like + 1, which occupies 2 memory words and

requires 3 memory cycles to execute, is transformed into a threaded code

version the program still only occupies 2 words, but instead requires 5
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memory cycles to execute (nearly a factor of 2). For more complex

operations requiring longer execution times, like floating point

arithmetic, the overhead turns out to be quite low and the space

4 been used extensively for other compilers because the time and space

utilization is quite good. Jim Bell discovered this technique and it has

Q overhead is so low. The ability to carry out the interpretation so

33 elegantly was not part of the original design, but rather turned out to be

2 possible based on the generality in the 11's indexing modes.

The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack

machine. As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. By

recognizing the special high use frequency cases (e.g. A -0, A A+ 1

etc.) and by having better conventions for three-address operations to and

from the stack, speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating point and integers,

respectively, were obtained when a more complex machine was constructed for

the second version.

Since this paper is really on the construction of an extension to the 11 to

execute FORTRAN, it is interesting to compare it with the FORTRAN IV+

machine which uses the floating point processor (11/45, 11/55, 11/60,

11/70). If the FORTRAN machine described in the paper is microprogrammed

and made to operate at FPP speeds, the two machines turn out to operate at

roughly the same speed and programs occupy roughly the same program space.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM THE PDP-11?
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This chapter is a substantially revised version of a paper written for the

CMU Computer Science 10th Anniversary, September 1975. This paper was

written to critique the original expository paper on the PDP-11 (Chapter

00) and to compare the actual with the predicted evolution. The four

critical issues of technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure), address

space and data-type evolutions are examined.

The first part of the chapter discusses how the technology is used as a

basis for the evolution (something we did not understand when the machines

were originally planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially

eritical, The next section describes the evolution from the point of view

of the various development projects and people. Some early (historical)

design documents are introduced to further aid in understanding the design

process.

The main section consists of: evaluating the Unibus, examining the

cost-performance evolution, the ISP and discussing the organizational

issues behind why multiprocessors haven't evolved. As a comparison,

Chapter 00 on C.mmp describes the technical problems associated with

multiprocessors.

The Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The

Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC busses

and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal standrad

of interconnection.

*The paper is 50% longer. The introductary overview has been deleted (and
is now placed in Chapter 1) and the sections on the 11/45 and 11/70 have
been greatly expanded to include the perturbations due to the memory

address and protection extensions. A detailed evolutionary model of the
cost, and performance characteristics has been added. More historical
facts are introduced, particularly as they effect the design of the
extensions. Finally the basis (need) for the VAX/11 extension is
discussed.
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We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-performance metrics so the 11

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book

(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique problem the 11

has of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,

Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a useful evaluation of the architecture for

FORTRAN execution. A complete section is given on the addressing extension

beyond the 11/45 and 11/70 extensions which required a major perturbation

A

in the form of the VAX/11 extensions.

The final section to the research community describes some general problems

encountered in structure design and engineering, together with how solving

them might be useful in subsequent designs. (This part has been expanded

too.)

MULTIPROCESSOR

THE RESEARCH COMPUTERS OF CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

These three multiprocessor computers which use the 11 as a basis were built

at Carnegie-Mellon University to carry out various computer structures,

operating system and application program computer engineering and computer

science research.

The first computer, C.mmp, is a 16 processor (model 11/40's) system with 1
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million words of shared primary memory. It was built to investigate the

programming (and resulting performance) questions associated with having a

large number of processors.

The second computer, (m*, is also discussed in the Modules Part as the

modules that form Cm* are LSI-11 computers. Cm* evolution was based on the

premise that ultimately, the smallest modular wit (i.e., ultimately all
ICs) that would be used to build digital systems is the computer. With

this premise, it is important to understand how to interconnect phen

physically, how to assign parts of the problem to the various computers and

how to program thed, Corydaly stu

C.vmp, for voting multiprocessor, was designed to investigate how a

production microcomputer, the LSI-11, can be used to build a triplicating,

voting high availability computer.

The goals of the first two are performance while the third uses multiple

computers for redundancy and reliability. To this end, Fig. Perf shows the

effect of using multiprocessors to execute various algorithms (More to come

here!).

We believe that technology will force the evolution of computing structures

to be along all three lines of multiprocessor computers: C-amp-Htor high

performance, incremental performance and availability; less tightly coupled

computers»
Cm* yA for more ad hoc structures to handle specialized processing

(e.g., front end, file, signal processing); and C.vmp--for high
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availability based on increased maintenance costs.

The technology force argument is based on history, near term technology and

resulting price extrapolations- 5

1. The MOS technology is increasing in both speed and density faster than

the technology (e.g., ECL) from which high performance machines is

formed;

2. The price per chip of the MOS one chip processors decreases at a

substantially greater rate than low volume special designs due to the

much higher volumes and very high design costs (for both designs) ;

3. For all intents and purposes, the processor cost. of the low end is 0

relative to all other costs of the system! The resulting performance

(in operations) per chip and cost per operation per chip are rapidly

diverging from the high performance semiconductor technology 'sien
A

conventional high performance machines are formed.

4, Standards (in the semiconductor industry) for high volume products tend

to form more quickly. For example, in the 8-bit microcomputer market,

supplies about 50% of the market and 3-types supply over 90% of

the market.

5. A 16-bit processor (-on-a-chip) with an acceptable (for the

performance) address space and appropriate data-types is eminent.

Such a : form bare for ou
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These factors produc better (in terms of price and price/performance)

computers at the low cost market end at a diverging rate compared with

large scale computers. Furthermore, large scale applications have been

slow to form since problems complexity increases more rapidly than program

size. Therefore, most subsequent computers will be based on standard, high

volume parts. For high performance machines, since processing power is
available at 0 cost from a processor-on-a-chip based processors, large

scale computing will come from arrays of processors, just as we build

arrays of 16K bit ICs to form memory.

C.mmp--A Multi-Mini-Processor

C.mmp was motivated by the need for more computing power to solve speech

recognition/signal processing problems and to understand the multiprocessor

software problem. Until C.mmp, only one large, tightly coupled

multiprocessor had been built--the Bell Laboratory's Safeguard Computer

,(BSTJ issue?).

The introductory section describes the economic and technical factors

influencing multiprocessor feasibility and argues that it's important to

embark on the research because of the timeliness. Various problems to be

researched are given together with a discussion of particular design

aspects. For example, since C.mmp is predicated on a common operating

system there is degredation both due to memory contention when all the

processors use the same memory block and since there are common

synchronizing locks for parts of the software, degredation may occur when a
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processor must. idle and wait to enter common critical sections. The

machine's theoretical performance due to memory processor interference is
computed based on Strecker's (1971) work. In practice, memory interence

was a problem resulting in poorer than expected performance because the

memory was not. built with low order address interleaving. This problem had

to be solved by moving program segments of the memory. It should be noted

that when the number of memory modules and processors become very large,

the performance (as measured by the number of accesses to the memory by the .4

processors) approaches the memory bandwidth (m/memory-cycle-time) x We.

Thus, there is not a maximum limit on performance with infinite processors

provided they are all not contending to access the same memory.

Although there is a discussion outlining the design direction of the

operating system, Hydra, later descriptions should be read (list the

references?? here). Since the 11's small address impaired use, 11/40s with

microprogrammed writeable control stores were used to implement operating

systems calls involving changing the segment base registers.

One of the most pleasant surprises of C.mmp was the ALGOL 68 implementation

because it enables parallel programs to be specified. The result (see page

00) in terms of performance are quite encouraging! There are three basic

approaches to effectively applying multiprocesors:

1. having lots of independent work to do through multiprogrammed,

timeshared and multiple independent computers;
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2. having the compiler for a conventional language (e.g., FORTRAN) detect

and compile statements that can be executed in parallel;

3. introducing new primitives into the programming language (e.g., ALGOL

68) so that algorithms for parallel execution are specified by the

programmer.

Although C.mmp was only predicated on type 1 use, the ALGOL 68

punk P reimplementation on .mmp

Cty 3) Nor wits Som many "
Multi-Microprocessors: An Overview and Working Example

Cm* is a system of high level modules, constructed of LSI-11 computers,

which can be interconnected to form large computer structures. The Cm*

work sponsored by NSF and ARPA are an extension of NSF sponsored research

(Bell, ete. 1973) on register transfer modules. As LSI and SI enable

construction of the processor-on-a-chip, it is apparent that low level

register transfer modules are passe' for the construction of 'low volume » pe of

computers. Fveryone-is-using-and-oontributingtothe standard Although

V

oft bout

:

the research is predicated on structures employing a hundred or so Cong-tn.
processors, this chapter describes the culmination of the first ten

processor phase.

A motivation of (m* is based on a diseconomy of scale for large computer
(yar page 00)

introductions during 1975-1977. Computer modules (Cm*), multiprocessors

(C.mmp) and computer networks are described in terms of performance and
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problem suitability to provide additional context for the research. The

chapter gives a description of the modules structure, together with their
associated and potential problems (research).

The final, most important part of the chapter evaluates the performance of

Cm* for five different problems.

C,vmp: The Architecture and Implementation of a Fault Tolerant

Multiprocessor

C.vmp is a triplicated, voting multiprocessor designed to understand the

difficulty (or ease) of using standard, off-the-shelf LSI-11s to provide

greatly increased reliability. There is concern for increased reliability
because systems are more complex, are used for more critical applications,

and basic maintenance cost for all systems are increasing. Because the

designers carry out and analyze the work, this chapter provides a great

deal of insight into high reliability designs and design

process--especially its evaluation. The system has operated for several

months and the first phase of work is complete.

Several design goals are initially predicated and the work is carried out

against the goals. Two of the more interesting goals include using

off-the-shelf hardware and software with no modifications to the

components.

The goal of software and hardware transparency turned out to be easier
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because of an idiosyncrasy of the floppy controller. This controller
operates on a word-at-a-time transfer from a one-sector buffer after a

sector is transferred--thus voting is carried out at a very low level

(i.e., as bus transfers are made). It is unclear how the system would have

been designed without this type of controller, but as a minimum, some form

of software transparency goal would have been violated together with a

significant controller modification.

A number of models are given by which the design is evaluated. Various

component reliabilities are used and the reader should get a great deal of

insight into the factors contributing to reliability. It should be noted

that a special hardware voter is needed in order to build a marketable

C.vmp. While the intent of C.vmp is not a product, it does provide much of

the insight for such a product.
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ol
This part ear stand alone as a book on the/PDP-11 computer structure

a
q+ although it rolies on the conceptual framework of Chapter 1, and

the ISPS language description given in appendix 00. The 11 has evolved
frown

quite differently than the other computers in this book, and as such

provides an independent and interesting story. The factors that have
thay Drone

created the machines are clearly market and technology based; gcncrat ng a

large number of implementations/over its relatively short

(seven-year) lifetime. Because there

er) a

(the traditionalwersue-tomwe/provides problems and insight

mini (8 Family); the best cost/per formance, (18-bit) , and the high
Ma

performance loos than $500K (the DECsystem 10). The 11 designs cover a

range of in system price ($500 to $250,000) and 500'lin

memory size (4 Kwords to 2 Mwords).

This part is divided into five sections, sensisting-of:Tha

1. Introduction.

The
This first chapter (00), published when the 11 was announced introduces

the architecture, gives its goals, and predicts how it might evolve.

The family notion is quite strong, although not speci fid. Chapter 00,

What Have We Learned From PDP-11, might be read next in order to get

the broadest overview, and best immediate critique of the 11 evolution.
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2. Conceptual Basis.

This section contains two papersg that. combinedwith Chapter0, form

some of the conceptual basis for the models. Strecker, Chapter 00,

describes the cache memory mechanism for building high performance

models (specifically the 11/70). Levy describes the intercommunication

problem among physical components and how busses carry out this task.

3. Implementations.

Of the four; chapters, three are on specific implementations (LSI-11,
CMU-11 and 11/60) and the fourth (Chapter 00) is a study of all models.

wt ote
This latter chapter provides detaile-of the various implementations

together with how the designs fit a conceptual model.

Evaluation. Chapter 00 evaluates the 11 as a machine for executing

FORTRAN. What We Have Learned From PDP-11, Chapter 00 discusses
1,

aspects of the,evolution in terms of the

5,

6.

wt prtoe

The multiprocessor research computers of Carnegie-Mellon University.

"rnree multiprocessors: C.mmp (Chapter 00), Gn* (Chapter 00) and C.vmp

(Chapter 00) give examples of a 16-processor multiprocessor, a set of

modules based on LSI-11 and a triplicated, voting multiprocessor

computer for high reliability.

A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR MIN[TCQMPUTERS--THE DEC PDP-11
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It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description
here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses "What We Have Learned from the

PDP-11". The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed to describea
the first (11/20) implementation (at a time when the whole,architecture "had

not been worked out or even fully eonsidered} and to show possible
extensions. 'Aw won pret

t Fhe computer class definitions (given in 1970)

of micro, mini and midi/correspond quite closely to those of Chapter 1.

The major VEASONS (elaborated mpen Chap 00) for
the disparity between the predicted and actual

evolution :

1. The notion of designing with improved technology, especially for a

family, was not understood then. This understanding/was put forth in a
.
1970 ?

paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

meat
2. The Unibus bandwidth- proved unacceptable for all communications at the

very high and low end designs. Whereas; this chapter posits a.

tov Ligh 9
multiprocessory and multiple Unibusses {structure did not

evolve as a standard./ The bandwidth has subsequently been shown to be

~
adequate for all but the largest configurations when a cache is

attached to the processor as in the 11/60 (see Chapter 00). Note theAiud

effect of a 90% cache hit rate is to reduce the number of access to

primary memory \via the Unibus by a factor of ten!
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3. The
/memory

address space was too small.

nat
The particular data-type extensions wereg§ predicted. While floating

point date/was discussed, the character string and decimal operations

were» described. These data types evolved in response to market need
Lactovs whith oli not turst th 1478,

Sand COBOL},, which-didn'+t. DEC at the the machine Was

designed.

We have made a major change in the chapter by removing the original ISP

description and replacing it with a correct and complete (memory management
Appendix book.

given
and floating point) ISPS description [that
evaluated as-a-Computer-Family-Architecture--(GFA)..standard_by_thet.-s.

Defense Department

CACHE MEMORTES FOR PDP-11 FAMILY COMPUTERS

Chapter 00 by Strecker is included for four reasons: it is a clear

exposition of the cache memory structure and its design parameters; the

cache is the basis of the fast PDP-8 the 11/60 (Chapter 00)

the 11/70 (page 00), and the KL10 (Chapter 00); the design methodology is

well done--it is ELood engineering™ and finally, the paper is

in fact, it received the award for the Best Paper at the

Third Computer Architecture Conference, ~ Fhus8;

eral 1994

since a relevant paper that provides a clear exposition, while Illustrating

good..engineering- and rare also publish it

simply to serve as an encouragement and an example for those who should
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One velevant
understand and describe their work suth well-written] papers ave enly
too vave.

The design process is implicit in the way/ the work is carried out to4 aNore,determine the structure 4 noted that it was easy to
PoP-t} PScollect data statistics about the programy behavior since the trace bit,

permits the 11 to interpret itself on a basis. The

relevant sensitivity plots (runs)/ are made to determine the effect of each

parameter on the design. In the/11/60, Mudge (Chapter 00) uses Strecker's

program traces and methodology. " One of the important parameters to

PDP-8 cache design (Chapter 00) shows the effect of segmenting the cache

understand is the time between changes of
context

To the best of our

knowledge this study is unique. This umterstanding ieimpertant because

a11 real time and multiprogrammed systems have many context switches The

for instructions and data.
A

Strecker 4gves the performance evaluation in terms of cache miss
Varo rhe & Caan a

The /per formance measures, see Fig. Cachespeed, are related (Lee,ratios!
A

1969) in the following way (assuming an infinitely fast processor):

= total no. of memory accesses by the processor, Pc

= no. of memory accesses that are missed by the

cache and how to be referred to Mp

= cycle time of cache memory, Mc

= cycle time of primary memory, Mpt p

= t.p/t.c (ratio of memory speeds), where R is

typically 3 to 10

Khei!
al, (774

rho W
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the relative execution speeds are:

t(no cache) pR

t(to cache) p + mR

speedup = pR/(p + mR) = R/(1 + (m/p) R) = a= miss ratio = m/p

therefore

speedup = R/(1 + aR) = 1/(a + 1/R)

note that if a = 0 (100% hit), the speedup is R; while

ifa 1 (100% miss), the speedup is R/(1 +R), i.e.,
the speedup is less than 1 (i.e., time to

reference both memories)

IMPLEMENTATIONS

A MINICOMPUTER-COMPATIBI.E MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM: THE DEC LSI-11

was written from thethe

4
A knowledgeable user, whewaint the pape a descriptiveAlthough

each of
narrative about the design the chips, boardg and backplane levels,

lacks insight that the designers at Western Digital or DEC (Duane Dickhut,
Te.

Lloyd Dickman, Rich Olsen, or Mike Titelbaum) might have provided. An

account of the chip-level design is available (Soha and Pohlman, 1974).
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The design was done at Western Digital by Roberts, Soha, and Pohlman as a

relatively general purpose microprogrammed computer that could be used to

emulate many computers. When DEC started working with

interpretation of the 11 ISP, the design took on more of the 11 structure.

Two design levels are described in the paper: the 3 chip microprogrammed

computer as it is used to interpret the 11 ISP? and the particular PMS-

level components as they are integrated into a backplane to form a

hardware system. Sebern points out the microprogramming tradeoff that took

place between the chip and module levels to carry out normally hardware 2

the time clock, the console, refreshing dynamic random access

MOS memory, and power fail control.
RX) us an ~ELA w

B75 ..'$ eties and uniqueness of the module structure are not desnot

nor are the design alternatives. For example, bounded

one board microcomputers was considered, thoughdesign

not described. #{lower-cost , one"koard system, like the VT78, (page 00) has
fov il

evolved and is shown in Fig.

predicated on a quad-sized form factor a conventional

backplane. The modules are shown on page 00. Since there were not special

ICs beyond the 3 chip processor, options tended to be relatively large and

often occupied a full quad module. For options that were greater than a
Te provided

quad size, an ingenious packaging scheme was

initial module-level design (was

interconnection points on the extra half of the module (a double sized

module) which was not used as the LSI-11 Bus (requires a double sized

module). This permitted multiple board, complex options fe.g., a disk

controller3 to be packaged as a single option with no interconnection
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via
between the boards except,the second half of the quad board. As DEC began

to build special ICs to interface to the bus, the option sizes begento

decrease{to occupy a double module. This system is now known as the

LSI-11/2. A backplane system with modules is shown in Fig. LSI-11/2. The

options available for the two systems have evolved as shown in Table LSI-11

Options.

Table LSI-11 Options

[Teicher to supply]

The effect of a lower cost LSI-11 system is to provide additional

applications as we discuss in Chapter 1, page 00.

USING LST PROGESSOR BIT-SLICES TO BUILD A PDP-11--A CASE STUDY IN

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN

This paper by the designers of CMU-11 appears both in the module part and

in this part on PDP-11 implementations. The Intel 3000 bit slice, herein

called a Microcomputer (for Microprogrammed Processor), is used to

interpret a PDP-11 ISP. The purpose of the design was to test the

assertion that the bit-slice based arithmetic uit with register memory and

microprogrammed control would simplify the design and construction of

processors. The 11 was selected as a target problem in order to avoid the
aval IsP

temptation of changing the problem (1+ to fit the building

blocks (the Intel 3000 processor). Ao owem, the authors observed 'fer

awkwardness!'that ultimately resulted in lower (than desired) performance.
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In retrospect, the Intel 3000 has not become the standard bit-slice
architecture that the AMD 2900 series has; but perhaps, sufferet fron being

one of the earliest. Detailed comparisons including a breakdown of the

various parts of the processor design are given and compared with the

LSI-11 and 11/40 designs in terms of performance and cost (IC count and

number of control bits in the microprogrammed controller).

an &
A key part of the investigation was to/ evaluate, the computer -aided-design

tools. The Stanford University Drawing System (SUDS) and the SAGE logic
ma er

simulator were the components. SAGE was predicated on being able to
of aw

detect. all the design and timing flaws prior to construct io The authors
in thiS manner.

claim that 95% of the errors were detected by the-simulation--and--al1.

errors were ultimately detectable. onee-the-simulation data or machine

descriptionwas ;

DESIGN PECISTONS FOR THE PPP-11/60 MID-RANGE MINICOMPUTER

Unlike the reports from an architect's or reporter's viewpoint ,this chapter

is a direct account of the design from the close proximity of the project.
A Wol- range machines IS Ln At Ae siqng bars: re

of the designer characteristicsg Chapter 00, page OO. ha dooienv ta SensLeases
has to

be the right balance of features, price, and performance against criteria

wet presented in

PDP-I ie
As neither the lowest cost nor

that are usually extremely vague.

Four interesting aspects of computer engineering are shown in the 11/60:
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the cache to reduce Unibus bandwidth; trace-driven design of floating-point
arithmeticf providing writeable control store; and increasing the

reliability, availability and maintainability.

Whereas the Unibus had previously thought to be inadeqyate for high

performancele
i/o traffic,

Suet terby Cathe mer he

Lp
erformance without the attendant cost*®. Theqwork is based on Strecker's

(Chapter 00). The study leading to determining the block size is given.

The block size can only conveniently be one since

fetching multiple words whale would tie up the Unibus with

additional traffic.

The use of trace data to design the floating point arithmetic is described

together with the resulting design. Note that the 11/60 performs roughly

at 11/70 speeds with lower cost. The implementation of the two can be
ode

compared in the following table.

Table - Implementation of 11/60 and 11/70{ of

11/60 11/70

Base Pc 5

Floating point 4 4+

Cache 4
l

Memory management

8 Lew:

z

1O

*Using Amdahl's constants, page 00, the reader might compute the bus

processor given the cache and compare these needs with the Unibus. wt
e dbandwidth (for i/o and the address space needs for this sp e
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Total g

Microprogramming is used to provide both increased user-level capability
and increased reliability, availability and maintainability. The large

writeable control store option is described together with its use for data

storage and various applications. This option has been recently used for

emulating the PDP-8 wittr 0S/8 operating systemg ""LevelA

A general discussion of microprogramming is also given, especially with

respect to memory technology advances (see also Chapter 1, page 00). Other

semiconductor technology improvements are described together with how they

affect price and performance. It is interesting to note that the simple

concept of tri-state logic* had such a great effect on the design.

Impact of Implementation Design Tradeoffs on Performance: The PDP-11. A

Case Study

This chapter presents a most comprehensive comparison of the eight
ww the teow PdP-I|

processor implementationg). The work was carried out to investigate various

design styles for a given problem--the interpretation of the PDP-11 ISP.

The tables,give more insight into processor

implementations than is available from any single source we know. The

usefulness of the data also comes from having an outside observer examine

the machines and insight.shaw

The tables include:

#Ability to interconnect a number of subsystems together through a wired-or
connection.
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1. a set of instruction wae frequencies, by Strecker, for of
a

syetrent. The reader should note the frequencies do not rofl act goranet = 00
vw there are nO floating point6.2.

instructions > ner coals AsemAor

2. implementation cost (modules, ICs, control store widths) and

performance (micro- and macro-instruction times) for each model; and

agouncd whch
3. a canonical data path for all 11 implementations, amé each processor is

SAA? compared

With this background data, a "top-down" model is built which explains the

performance (macro-instruction time) of the various implementations in

terms of the micro-instruction execution, and primary memory cycle time.

ole not
Since these two parameters dort, fully gmodelf performance, a setGut)
of bottom-up factors must be introduced. These factors include various

thin
design techniques and the degree of processor overlap. We believe

problem should provide useful insight to both

computer and general-digital-systems designe"s .

EVALUATION

TURNING COUSINS INTO SISTERS: THE ROTE QF SQFTWARE IN SMOOTHING HARDWARE

DIFFERENCES

subsystems together through a
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Since FORTRAN is quite possibly the most often executed language for the

PDP-11 and the one we intended that it execute, it is important to observe

the 11 architecture as seen by the language processor--its user. The first
FORTRAN compiler and object (run) time system are described together with

the evolutionary extensions to improve performance. The FORTRAN

compiler is only briefly discussed since its improvements eselargely@ Ame to
matter compiler optimization technology apd are less relevant to the 11

architecture.

The chapter title overstates the /problem since the five variations of the
ther Ants

11 ISP for floating point arithmetic are made to be compatible by/providing
A

ve separate object (run) time systems and a single

compiler. This transparency is provided quite easily using a concept

called threaded code. This concept appears to be a very simple interpreter
for the PDP-11--and might not be called an interpreter by many. With

threaded code, one 1-word instruction requiring two memory cycle times is

otherwise the processor is carrying out the desired op code. When a simple

integer expression like x A + 1, which occupies 2 memory words and

requires 3 memory cycles to execute, is transformed into a threaded code

version the program still only occupies 2 words, but instead requires 5

memory cycles to execute (nearly a factor of 2). For more complex

executed each time high level operation code is to be interpreted,

operations requiring longer execution times, like floating point

arithmetic, the overhead turns out to be quite low and the space

utilization is quite good. move o
also ibe net

efficiently between threaded and directly executed code y Jim Bell
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discovered this technique'f'and it has been used extensively for other
ofi+s low

compilers because tre time and space overhead The ability to

carry out the interpretation so elegantly was not part of the original FO?-1)
Wan A of ot

design, but rather the generality da the

11's indexing "modes.

The first version of the FORTRAN machine constructed was a simple stack
In ter

machine. As such, the execution times turned out to be quite long. a
A+ 1,ecognizing the special high-ase frequency- casesyess A A

erg, and by having better conventions for three-address operations (to and

from the stacl, speedups of 1.3 and 2.0 for floating point and integers,

were obtained,

s1on

machine which uses the floating point processors|i 1/45,
11/55, 11/60, onl,

i s interesting to compare the FORTRAN IVe=Pru
34,

s+ "4,
11/70). If the FORTRAN machine described in the paper 1.

resulting
and made to operate at FPP speeds, the ewe,Nmachines

turn out to operate at

roughly the same speed and programs occupy roughly the same program space.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM THE PDP-11?

This chapter is a substantially revised version*® of a paper written for the

CMU Computer Science 10th Anniversary, September 1975. This paper was

written to critique the original expository paper on the PDP-11 (Chapter

*The paper is 50% longer. The introductary overview has been deleted (and
is now placed in Chapter 1) and the sections on the 11/45 and 11/70 have
been greatly expanded to include the perturbations due to the memory

address and protection extensions. A detailed evolutionary model of the

cost, and performance characteristics has been added. More historical
facts are introduced, particularly as they effect the design of the
extensions. Finally the basis (need) for the VAX/11 extension is
djsecussed.
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00) and to compare the actual with the predicted evolution. The four

critical issues of technology, bus bandwidth (and PMS structure), address

space and data-type evolutions are examined.

The first part of the chapter discusses how the technology is used as a

basis for the evolution (something we did not understand when the machines

were originally planned). The role of semiconductor memories is especially
critical. The next section describes the evolution from the point of view

of the various development projects and people. Some early (historical)

design documents are introduced to further aid in understanding the design

process.

The main section\coysists of: / evaluating the Unibus, examining the

cost-per formance oluNon,/the ISP and discussing the organizational

issues behind why ultip
he technical problems associated with

ssors haven't evolved. As a comparison,

Chapter 00 on C.mpp dfscribes

multiprocessors.

The Unibus evolution is given and the case is made for its optimality. The

Unibus has had greater longevity and use than any of the other DEC busses

and compares favorably with the IBM I/O Channel Bus as a universal standrad

of interconnection.

We try to provide a set of evolutionary cost-performance metrics so the 11

can be compared with the other machines (18-, 12- and 36-bit) in the book
DEC)

(Chapter 00, 01, and 02). Also, here we go into the unique /problem the +4

paper is 50% longer. The introductary overvi been deleted (and
is now ed in Chapter and the section he 11/45 and 11/70 have
been greatly to include the urbations due to the memory
address and protection ex detailed evolutionary model of the

facts are introdueed, particularly as they effect edesign of the
inally the basis (need) for the VAX/11 extensten-is

cost, and performance acteristics added More historical

extensions
discusséd.
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kas of designing a range of machines.

Although an ISP evaluation is given, it is quite weak. By comparison,

Chapter 00 by Brender, gives a more useful evaluation of the architecture

for FORTRAN execution. A complete section is given on the addressing

extension ,beyond the 11/45 and 11/70 extensionswhich required a major

The final section,to the research community,describes some general problems?
encountered in structure design and engineering, together with how solving

them might be useful in subsequent designs. "part expended

A vittvAL Avpgess EXTENSION To THE DEC

MULT
THE

[seseance
COMPUTERS OF CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

vax-1i [180 :
paper go

These Fhree muttipressr computers which use the
ve search th

at Carnegie-Mellon University to carry out various computer structures, anol
as basis were built

operating systems and-eppticatron-pregram computer eng tneering-amd-eompuber

resear

W |20°S

The first computer, C.mmp, is a 16 processor (det 11/40") system with

million words of shared primary memory. It was built to investigate the

programming (and resulting performance) questions associated with having a

large number of processors.
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taf
The second computer, Qn* the Modules Part, as the

modules that form @# are IST 11's amp") ar= Cm* was based on the
Cw*

premise that ultimately, the smallest modular unit
y negated

used to build digital systems ie thc computer. With

this premise, to understand how to interconnect computers
appli canon PYeqvowmn

physically, how to assign parts of the @meldem to the various computers and

how to program the complete structure.

production microcomputer, the LSI-11, ean be used to build a triplicating,

voting high availability computer.

C.vmp, Soe WAS designed to investigate how a

The goals of the first two are performance while the third
ves goad

reliability,

orem

We believe that technology will force the evolution of computing structures
le

COnvevge f multiprocessor computers: for high
4

performance, incremental performance and rl naloos el

computers like Cm* handle specialized

processing front end, file, signal processing}; and C.vmp for high

availability based on increased maintenance costs.

The technology-force argument is based on history, near term technology,
and

resulting price extrapolations'
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1. MOS technology is increasing in both speed and density faster than

the technology fe .g.,
Bote,

from which high-performance machines is built

dames ~M06-
2. The price per chip of the MOS-one chip processors decreases at a

WR to, de

11 1 1 4 14 (ft 4

A

wack Lower «

=... end/is HP
System,

e processor cost

% . Relative to all other costs of systemf, performance

eT'

4. Standards Jin the semiconductor industry} or high volume products tend

to form more quickly" For example, in the 8-bit microcomputer market, Owe

Potype supplies about 50% of the market and 3etypes supply over 90%, o&

an

performance and appropriate data-types, te ond nent
computer

a commodity will form the basis for nearly all futuregdesigns.

5.
Such

A 16-bit processor 4-on-a-chi [=

ice and price/per
ed wit

ers.» Furthermore, large scale applications have been
Mos

He bro
»
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slow to form since problemg complexity increases more rapidly than program

size. Therefore, most subsequent computers will be based on standard, high

volume parts. For high performance machines, since processing power is
available at g(cost fron processor-on-a-chip~based processors, large

scale computing will come from arrays of processors, just as we build
b

arrays of 36K bit ICs to form memory

.mmp--A Multi-Mini-Processor

C.mmp was motivated by the need for more computing power to solve speech

recognition/signal processing problems and to understand the multiprocessor

software problem. Until C.mmp, only one large, tightly coupled

multiprocessor had been built--the Bell Laboratory's Safeguard Computer

(BSTJ issue?).

The introductory section describes the economic and technical factors
fov

of the tedinfluencing multiprocessor feasibility and argues

embarkonthe-neserrcirbeeaisaof the 'timeliness/, Various problems to be
A

researched are given together with a discussion of particular design

aspects. For example, since C.mmp is predicated on common operating
ave Souvces of arth heel,

thea
system there L tic

The
of

machine's theoretical performance /memory~processor interference is
ieee

based on Strecker's (1971) work. In practic
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because the
thom twww

memory was not built with low-order address interleaving,{ This problem had wea,
solved by moving program segments

R AS that whom the number of memory modules and processors becomesvery large,cok
the nper formance (as measured by the number of accesses to the memory by the

processors) approaches the memory bandwidth (m/memory-cycle-time) x 1/e. [Re 77 .

Thus "there is not a maximum limit on performance with infinite processors

provided thep=ere all [rt contending the same memory.
processors ave

Although there is a discussion outlining the design direction of the

paint mop

1915) Since the 11's small address 11/40s with
operating system, Hydra, later descriptions should be read

whe
mieweproenemmed writeable control stores were used to implement, operating

systems calls inve w ng anging ache segment base registers.

One of fhe most pleasant surprises of C.mmp was the ALGOL 68 implementation

it enables parallel programs to be specified. The result (see pageecaus

o\) if terms of performance are quite encouraging! There are three basic

appkaches to effectively applying multiprocesors:

1 ha lots of independent work to do through multiprogrammed,

timexhared and multiple independent computers;

2.1 having the compiler for a conventional language (e.g., FORTRAN) detect

and compil&statements that can be executed in parallel;

Jha i
PINS ramp.

OD aid,
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troducing new/primitives into the programming language (e.g., ALGOL

68} so that aAgorithms for parallel execution are specified by the

progkammer

Although p was only predicated on type 1 use, the ALGOL 68

implemenfatior\on C.mmp permits parallel programs (type 3) to be written.

The r ults of e of this programming is shown in Fig. ?.

Multi-Microvrocessors: An Overview and Working Example

dinner iene TT OTT ale

The Cn*

work sponsored by NSF and ARPA ase an extension of,NSF~ sponsored research
dekh

[Bel1, etc. 1973} on register-transfer/modules. As LSI and VLSI enable

construction of the processor-on-a-chip, it is apparent that low-level,
register-transfer modules are passe' for the construction of all but low]

CON OTe
Although the research is predicated on

volume computers.

structures employing a hundred or so processors, this chapter describes the

culmination of the first ten-processor phase

to, he

gomputer modules (Cm*),

multiprocessors (C.mmp) and computer networks are described in terms of

performance and problem suitability, conver ror

The chapter gives a description of the modules structure,
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together with their
assooratecpens

potentl7]
fproblems,

The final, most.
importants

part of the chapter evaluates the performance of
Cm* for five different problems.

C.vmp: The Architecture and Implementation of a Fault Tolerant

Multiprocessor

C.vmp is a triplicated, voting multiprocessor designed to understand the

difficulty (or ease) of using standard, off-the-shelf LSI-11s to provide

greatly increased reliability. There is concern for increased reliability
because systems are more complex, are used for more critical applications,

As. count
and, maintenance costs for all systems are increasing. Because the

A

A
designersacarry out and analyze the work, this chapter provides fivst =

7 nthand insight into high reliability designs and,designA

process--especially its evaluation. The system has operated for several

months and the first phase of work is complete.

Several design goals are initially predicated and the work is carried out

against the goals.
TO

The goal of software and hardware transparency turned out to be easier/than

a+Aeexpected because of an idiosyncrasy of the controller.
bus

controller a word-at-a-time{transfer
from a one-sector buffer

2
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Can be
Emenee voting da. carried out at a very low

level Sere It is unclear how the system

would have been designed without this type of controller,bet as a minimum,

some form of software transparency goal would have been violated traether
a significant controller modification owe han -are

A number of models are given by which the design is evaluated. Various

component reliabilities are used and the reader should get a great deal of

insight into the factors contributing to reliability. It. should be noted
+ get a low coSt Loy

that a special hardware voter is needed ir *rdar 9

C.vmp. While the intent of C.vmp is not a product, it does provide much of

the insight for such a product.

+
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It is somewhat anticlimactic to discuss this original PDP-11 description

here because Chapter 00 explicitly discusses "What We Have Learned from the

PpP-11". The purpose of the chapter was originally threefold: to give the

PMS and ISP architecture of the PDP-11 as it was first proposed ,to describe

the first (11/20) implementation , t a time when the whole,architecture had

(not: been worked out or even fully considered} and to show possible

extensions. wos

roqder might note that The computer class definitions (given in 1970)

of micro., mini and midi correspond quite closely to those of Chapter 1.

The major veasons(elaborated upon in 00) for

fithough we commento the disparity between the predicted and actual

evolution in -Ghapten_00,-seme-of-the-important-neasons are:

1. The notion of designing with improved technology, especially for a
1990 comms Cater

family, was not understood then. This understand ing/was put forth in a

paper in 1972 (Bell, Chen, Rege).

mort
2. The Unibus bandwidth- proved unacceptable for all communications at the

M2.
very high and low end designs. Whereas; this chapter posits a

multiprocessorg and multiple Unibussesg-this-preeise/structure did not

evolve as a standard. The bandwidth has subsequently been shown to be

adequate for all but the largest configurations when a cache is
attached to the processor as in the 11/60 (see Chapter 00). Note the

43 wads effect of a 90% cache hit rate is to reduce the number of access to

primary memory via the Unibus by a factor of ten!




